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Environment latest war victim 
Mfce Consedine & 
Roger Friedman 
writers 
The latest casualty in the Persian 
Gulf war is Mother Earth. 
In possibly the worst oil spill ever, 
Saddam Hussein unleashed millions of 
gallons of oil from Iraqi-occupied 
Kuwait beginning Thursday. 
Waves of oil covered the Persian 
Gulf killing wildlife, destroying 
fisheries and closing down vital 
desalination plants that provide much 
of the fresh water for the region. 
The spill is a dozen times larger than 
the one created by the Exxon Valdez 
disaster in March 1989. 
Environmentalists say this spill also 
could surpass the 140 million gallon 
spill in 1979 and 1980 when an 
off-shore Mexican oil well blew in the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
A spokesperson from the Department 
of Defense said, "The strategic value of 
such a move is minimal. [Saddam 
Hussein] did it because he's just plain 
mean, and possibly he's getting 
desperate." 
Students are concerned about the 
environmental impact of the spill. 
"If the oil spill is worse than that of 
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JMU student Jennifer Ayers (center) works with Special Olympians Terry Thompson (left) and 
Lesley Barnes (right) on swimming skills. For more about the Special Olympics, see page 16. 
Brookie Davis 
Allies prepare for 20,000 POWs 
KenlVBter 
USATODAy/ 
Apple College Irjb Network 
NEAR SAUDI-IRAQ BORDER — U.S. forces are 
building huge, barbed wire compounds to house as 
many as 20,000 Iraqi prisoners expected to be 
captured during the first week of a ground war. 
Army commanders must move any large number of 
prisoners away from the front lines so they will not 
impede the allies' drive into Iraq. They will use a fleet 
of military trucks, rented buses and other vehicles to 
haul prisoners. 
"The tempo of the battle is going to be swift," said 
Maj. Gary Kosinuk, an operations officer for the 
Army's 14th Military Police Brigade. 
Initially, prisoners will be kept in large, open areas 
hemmed by barbed wire. The prisoners will be 
provided with gas masks — those seized from Iraqi 
forces. 
"Nothing will be done to degrade prisoners," 
Kosinuk said. "We certainly would try to treat them 
as close as possible to our own soldiers." 
U.S. commanders are betting the prolonged aerial 
bombardment will demoralize Iraqi troops and force a 
large number to surrender. 
"The forces we are going to face first are not going 
to be Saddam Hussein's best troops," Kosinuk said. 
"Most of them will be docile prisoners." 
©Copyright   1991, 
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USA  TODAY/Apple  College 
stqffwriter 
Many faculty and students ignored JMU's new 
plus/minus grading system last semester — an 
anti-climatic end to a semester of debate over the 
system. 
Beginning with the freshman class, students can 
now receive a plus or minus with an A, B or C. This 
grade appears on the student's transcript but does not 
affect the student's grade point average. 
However, faculty are not required to use the system 
— and so many aren't 
"I didn't take it all that seriously because it doesn't 
count," said Dr. Michael G alga no, head of the history 
department, 
"I, personally, opposed the introduction of the 
plus/minus system," said Dr. Charles Harris, 
professor of psychology. 
Dr. Frank Gerome, professor of history, said, "I 
didn't think it was significant." 
Others simply did not know it had taken effect. 
There wasn't a place for a plus or minus on the grade 
sheet, said David Gross of the English department. 
This grade sheet is a scantron sheet which requires 
teachers to bubble in the correct letter grade — A, B, 
C, D or F. There is a column on the right of the form 
where teachers have to write in a plus or minus, said 
Sherry Hood, director of the records department 
And the system didn't seem to make a big difference 
in freshmen grades. 
"Not all teachers turn in the plus/minuses. That 
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Showing their Heritage 
John Pineda (front) and Daniel Robinson of johnnies Heritage perform on the patio. For a 
profile of the band, see page 20.  
War 
CONTINUED from page 1 
the Exxon Valdez spill, it's going to have terrible 
repercussions on the environment in general," said 
senior Ann Baxter. 
Beth Ising, head of the national Student 
Environmental Action Coalition, said, "You can 
condemn Saddam Hussein for using the oil, and I do, 
but we should have seen that he had this as a weapon. 
"The effects of this war on the environment had not 
been thought out by our government," she said. 
"Environmentalists were yelling about this 
possibility several months ago. 
"Now our worst nightmare has come true," Ising 
said. "It will be decades, if not centuries, for the 
ecosystem in that region to return to its former state." 
According to information released during a military 
briefing Sunday, the United States is trying to cut off 
the flow of oil by bombing the loading sites. The 
effectiveness of the bombings is not yet known. 
Regardless of the success of the raids, experts 
believe that irreparable damage has already been done. 
Experts believe the existing slick cannot be contained 
due to the size of the spill and rough waters in the 
Gulf. 
Along with the ongoing assault on the 
environment, Iraqi forces also are continuing their 
attacks on military and civilian targets. 
Iraqi Scud missiles continued to fill the sky over 
Israel and Saudi Arabia throughout the weekend. 
Patriot missiles intercepted most of the Scuds. But 
those getting past the defensive umbrella and the 
debris of exploded missiles did cause some damage 
and deaths. 
In Israel, many civilians were injured and one was 
killed when Scuds and Scud remains crashed down 
into the cities of Haifa and Tel Aviv over the 
weekend. 
Israel has not yet retaliated for the multiple attacks 
on the country. Several Arab nations, including 
Egypt, Syria and Jordan, have formally announced 
their resolve to remain in the Allied coalition even if 
Israel retaliates. 
All incoming Scuds targeted for American bases in 
Saudi Arabia were intercepted by Patriot missiles. 
Only debris from the downed missiles hit ground, 
causing little damage. One Saudi died from the falling 
wreckage. 
American ground forces along the Saudi-Kuwaiti 
border also experienced action over the weekend. 
Marines fired several barrages from a battalion of 
ISSmm howitzers against Iraqi positions, who 
returned fire by launching short-range missiles which 
fell harmlessly in the desert 
There were no American injuries in the attack. 
Although there have been periodic border 
skirmishes, most experts believe an actual ground war 
is not to be expected for weeks. 
CONTINUED from page 1 
will skew things in some strange way," said Gerald 
Farrar, assistant professor of English and freshman 
adviser. 
Dr. David Zimmerman headed the faculty 
committee that approved the plus/minus grading 
system last spring. He said the committee will 
examine the number of pluses and minuses given last 
semester, but no action will be taken until the 
number of students eligible for this grading system 
increases. 
The freshman advisers also have reported little 
feedback from freshmen. 
"Freshmen haven't experienced anything different. 
They accept [the plus/minus grading system] for 
normal," said Dr. John Hanson, math professor and 
freshman adviser. 
Some students, however, don't agree. 
"I never had [pluses or minuses] in high school — 
it's a change," freshman Melodye Simmons said. 
Freshman Anne Sugar said, "I think pluses and 
minuses are for kindergarten, personally." 
Several students didn't even realize the plus/minus 
system had been adopted. 
"I didn't find out until the beginning of second 
semester," freshman Tonya Mainor said. 
But some faculty and students like the new system. 
"The students have a refinement, a more precise 
way of how they did in the course," said Dr. John 
Wood of the history department. 
And freshman Katie Sullivan said, "I think it's 
important to know that all your efforts are reflected in 
your grades." 
"It would be good because when you get your grade 
report you can get a plus," said freshman Jason 
Hartzog. "It will make you feel better." 
Kathleen Arthur of the art department said this 
system is "far better and fairer." 
"It is to the advantage of those students that do 
well," said Dr. Lee Congdon, professor of history. 
Some students and faculty also wanted the pluses 
and minuses to count on the student's grade point 
averages. 
"I'd like to see it count on the GPA," said Dr. 
Robert Bersson, associate professor of ait 
Dr. Robert Goebel, assistant professor of German, 
said he certainly would take the time to add a plus or 
minus if it counted on the GPA — but without 
credit he didn't see what difference it made. 
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Emphasis on a culture 
Asian American conference stresses a need for diversity 
Morgan Ashton 
stqfFwriter 
For Sajan Thomas, the third annual 
Asian-American Student Conference held at JMU this 
weekend took on the unmistakeable aura of a family 
reunion. 
His father-in-law. Dr. Joy Cherien, gave a luncheon 
speech attended by 220 students from 16 schools 
across Virginia, North Carolina and Maryland. 
Cherien heads the the U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission. 
His father, a professor in JMU's economics 
department, sat beside him, and his mother, 
mother-in-law, and sister's mother-in-law all attended, 
dressed smartly in traditional Indian Saris. 
His cousin is a member of JMU's Indian/Pakistani 
Association, which sponsored the conference along 
with the Asian American Association. 
Thomas graduated JMU in 1983 with a degree in 
finance and accounting and now works on Wall 
Street. 
"I was curious to see how the school has grown," 
he said. "Before, if I could count a handful of 
Asian-Americans, I was surprised." 
The call to hold the "Balance Among Cultures" 
seminar at JMU went out last year. JMU was chosen 
by the Asian American Student Conference 
committee at UVa over five other schools. 
"It's something JMU hasn't seen before," said Mona 
Kumar, a graduate student and organizer of the event 
The Philippine ambassador to the United States. 
Emmanuel Palaez, opened the ceremonies early 
Saturday morning. Speaker after speaker held topical 
discussions late into the afternoon. 
If the daily reality of being Asian-American lacks 
the overt discrimination witnessed in past years, 
everyone at the conference seemed aware of the 
TEE MORRIS/THE BREEZE 
Speaker Heemanshu Bhagat leads seminar on sensitivity training as a part of the Asian-American 
Conference. 
stereotypes that follow them. 
"I had a professor who said he was surprised I 
wasn't in engineering," said Ann Eng, a JMU dance 
major. 
Mona Kumar bristles at comments on "how pretty" 
Asian women are, even if such comments seem 
innocuous. 
"Sometimes you get an identity crisis, like who am 
I? Where did I come from?" admitted Julie J. Lee, a 
member of the Asian American Association at JMU. 
Before she joined AAA, she knew few Asians, "but 
we went [to meetings] and we talked. 
"Although we didn't know each other, our heritage 
bonded us. It's a stronger bond. We have that in 
common," she said. 
Some sketched ugly visions that even the good 
cheer of the group proved hard to dissipate. One 
woman of African-American and Japanese descent 
said shakily, "I've been called chink, nigger, Jap.." 
CONFERENCEpage 6 
JMU wants no limits on tuition increases 
Rotovn Davis 
stqfwriter 
State-imposed limits on tuition 
hikes may be abandoned if JMU 
President Ronald Carrier and other 
state universities' presidents get 
their way, said Dr. Robert Scott at 
Thursday's Faculty Senate meeting. 
Carrier has proposed that the 
university be "de-coupled from the 
tuition restraints" in existence, 
Scott said. The proposal is made in 
collaboration with other state 
universities that are experiencing 
state cutbacks. 
Such a proposal would "allow 
each university to set tuition in 
response to their own needs," Scott 
said. 
Tuition increases would be 
somewhat offset by $11 million in 
financial aid. "The obviously sad 
part about it is that we are pushing 
more and more the costs of it on 
the back of the students and their 
parents." Scott said. "Maybe that's 
appropriate. 
"It's going to be difficult for a lot 
of students in spite of the fact that 
we have, relatively speaking, a 
rather affluent student body in terms 
of parents' backgrounds." 
However, the governor's stance 
on tuition raises may stand in the 
way of this measure, Scott said. 
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder typically 
has not allowed large tuition 
increases at state schools. 
Carrier and the other presidents 
view tuition hikes as an "attempt to 
meet problems" brought on by state 
budget cuts, Scott said. The money 
gained in such a tuition raise would 
be used to increase the number of 
faculty and staff and to increase 
funding for the library and for 
instructional equipment 
Scott also addressed the effect of 
the state budget crisis on the new 
College of Applied Science and 
Technology. About $195,000 has 
been put aside in the state budget 
for the college by the governor. 
"If that's the case, then [JMU] 
will probably be the only 
university that will receive any 
funding at all," Scott said. "But 
there is no assurance that the 
money wifl be there at the end of 
the session." 
The General Assembly is now 
revising the budget Wilder proposed 
SENATE page 6 
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Budget cuts, not tax hikes, 
may be key to solving crisis 
Kim Brothers  
stqffwriter 
Budget cuts — not higher taxes — is vital to 
solving Virgina's budget crisis, said the chairman of 
Citizens for a Sound Economy at the first public 
forum on conservative political issues. 
Economist James C. Miller, who served as 
chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and as 
director of the Office of Management and Budget 
during the Reagan administration, explained that 
Virginia's economy got a healthy boost during former 
President Reagan's military build up. 
He added that during those 10 years of increased 
state revenue, Democrat administrators refused to 
establish financial priorities for education and 
transportation programs. Instead, the money was 
shared by competing programs. 
To offset the lack of money for the important 
programs "the Democrats" want to raise taxes, Miller 
said. 
But he insisted raising taxes won't solve Virginia's 
financial problems. A tax increase could lead to 
Virginia being one of the 10 highest taxing states in 
the United States, and companies would move to 
states with lower taxes as a result of that ranking. 
Miller instead proposed budget cuts to ensure that 
Virginia's money problems are solved. 
Cutting the budget means the government will 
spend less in the upcoming year "than if the 
government let the budget go," he said. "The 
government is cutting the increase in the budget" so 
that next year's spending plan will equal this year's 
plan. 
Miller stressed that the budget isn't a partisan issue, 
but "a government issue" and the people need to get 
involved in the approval process. 
He suggested that to solve the state budget 
stalemate there should be an independent state audit, a 
"state waste hotline" for state employees to report any 
fraudulent activity, partisan fairness in the General 
Assembly and open meetings on budget issues. 
To bring the people into the budget making 
process, he suggested the General Assembly recess 
after creating the budget plan in order to talk to 
constituents before approving the plan. 
The forum and Miller's speech was sponsored by 
the Republican Committees of Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County including JMU's College 
Republicans. 
The committees plan to make the "Rockingham 
Republican Forum" a quarterly event for the purpose 
of increasing "interest among citizens in Republican 
principle and to generate more public involvement in 
defining and updating Party objectives and to sharpen 
its position" on local, state and national issues. 
A religious 
perspective 
on the war 
RrtlQteer 
steffwriter 
Mike Tilley believes that if asked, both sides 
would claim God sides with them in the Gulf 
War. 
"I think if we would ask that question of 
Saddam Hussein, his answer would be very clear," 
Tilley said. "His side of the war is a holy war 
against the infidel Americans." 
But "I think that George Bush would [also] say 
that God is on his side." 
Tilley addressed the issue of religion in the war 
during a speech in Garber Hall Wednesday night 
On staff with the Campus Crusade for Christ, 
Tilley generated the idea for this discussion by 
talking with focus groups at other schools. 
According to Tilley, pacifists also rely on 
certain passages in the Bible, such as "turn the 
other cheek" and "love your enemies." But Tilley 
has two concerns about the pacifists' position. 
"Non-violence only works in societies that have 
a conscience," he said, using the Civil Rights 
movement in America as an example. Tilley's 
V\BNSpage7 
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Allied Health Professionals & 
Administrators 
Discover a challenging future with 
opportunities to advance. Serve your 
country while you serve your career with: 
•great pay and benefits 
•normal working hours 
•complete medical and dental care 
•30 days vacation with pay per year 
Find out how to qualify as an Air Force 
professional. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF 
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Isn't Easy    "f* 
We know you'll want    i*. 
to consider all the options l 
and weigh the pros and       """'_ 
cons carefully. '_ 
We know, too, that complex 
personal circumstances can sometimes 
make abortion the best choice. 
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we 
offer family planning arto" early abortion services 
because we believe a woman should have a full 
range of options available to her. 
Call us for information or to schedule an appoint- 
ment — confidentially of course. If needed, you 
may call us collect. 
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services 
Hagerstown, MD 21740    (301) 733-2400 
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Merck Foundation gives funds to JMU: 
The Merck Foundation has given JMU $26,500 to 
help purchase a gas chromatagraph/mass spectrometer 
system. 
The system is designed to separate and identify 
complex mixtures of compounds, according to Dr. 
John Mosbo, head of the JMU chemistry department. 
553 
Credit Workshops planned: 
The JMU Center for Economic Development will 
offer workshops this year to help public school 
teachers teach about money management and 
consumer credit 
The workshops, offered at schools in Harrisonburg, 
Staunton, Waynesboro, Rockingham and Augusta 
counties, will focus on application of the economics 
of consumer choice to money management and credit 
issues. For a complete list of workshop dates, 
locations, and times, contact the JMU Office of 
Public Information at 568-3621. 
Iraqi Air Force revealed: 
Saddam Hussein finally revealed his air force 
Thursday, sending three Exocet-missile-carrying 
warplanes toward allied ships in the Persian Gulf. 
The result A Saudi F-15 shot down two of the Ira- 
qi F-l Mirages; other Saudi planes chased the 
third. One jet fired an Exocet before it went down, 
but the missile fell into the sea. 
Terrorism campaign planned: 
The United States, concerned Baghdad may be 
planning a "surprise" terrorism campaign, has 
launched a "counter-terrorism worldwide effort" 
"We have clear evidence that Iraq is supporting 
terrorists around the world who are planning to 
mount attacks against coalition member coun- 
tries," said State Department spokeswoman Mar- 
garet Tut wiler. 
Baghdad radio still on the air 
Despite the pounding allied warplanes have giv- 
en to Iraq, Baghdad radio continues to broadcast 
daily reports. Saddam Hussein's major outlet to his 
19 million people — and his chief propaganda tool 
to the rest of the world — has not been turned off 
yet giving allies a narrow glimpse into his mood. 
eCopyright 1991. USA TODAY/Appie Cottsgo In- 
formation Network 
Clothing 
Back in 1492, sailors in the Santa Maria headed for America 
with denim sails. In 1853, Levi Strauss began selling the first 
pair of jeans out of heavyweight brown canvas. By 1879, 
miners wore 'those pants of Levi's" as part of their uniform. 
Lot numbers were assigned to clothing products in 1890, at 
which time "501" was branded on waist high overalls. Since 
Levi Strauss & Co. began, more than 2.5 billion pairs of Levi's 
jeans have been sold. 
► In 1879, a pair of Levi's blue denim 
overalls cost about 120 per pair 
► In 1981,502 million pairs of designer 
jeans were sold 
► In 1990, new jeans with holes 
blasted in them were called shotgun 
jeans and sold for $60 a pair 
Source; January 1991 Wmarts Day magazine and Lovi Strauss*. Co. ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE 
More clashes into Lithuania: 
Lithuania's separatist government accused So- 
viet troops of firing on traffic on a road outside the 
capital of Vilnius Thursday, wounding one person. 
A second person was kidnapped 
in the incident, the latest in a se- 
ries of clashes between the inde- 
pendence-minded government 




Three   nuclear   plants   moni- 
tored: 
Three nuclear power plants re- 
quire close scrutiny due to safety 
problems, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission said. Cited: Calvert 
Cliffs in Maryland, the Zion plant 
near Chicago and Nine Mile Point in New York. 
Zion is new on the list; the others have longstand- 
ing problems. 
Yugoslavs prepare for combat: 
Croatia's government said the Yugoslav army 
has stepped up combat readiness in the rebel re- 
public Thursday in a war of nerves over moves to- 
ward independence. Croatian leaders said army 
movements threatened its sovereignty and called 
an emergency session of Croatia's parliament for 
Friday. 
Utah bill goes back to Senate: 
What could have been the U.S.' strictest abor- 
tion law goes back to Utah's Senate Friday after 
being significantly watered down. The Utah 
House voted 41-31 for an amended version which 
would permit abortion to prevent "grave damage 
10 the pregnant women's medical health" or to pre- 
vent the birth of a child with "grave defects." 
AROUND THE GLOBE fc 
EtfY      Mi 
Florida serial slaying: 
Authorities in Gainesville, Fla., appear headed 
toward an arrest in the mutilation killing of five 
students near the University of Florida last Au- 
gusL Police Chief Wayland Clif- 
ton said an arrest is not imminent 
but "the community can feel at 
great ease." He would not com- 
ment on news reports that genetic 
tests are expected to link the slay- 
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Miami drug law challenged: 
Civil libertarians said they will 
challenge   in   court   a   Miami 
Beach, Fla., ordinance that allows 
police to report drug arrests to the 
defendant's employer. The American Civil Liber- 
ties Union state chapter said the law destroys the 
concept of "innocent until proven guilty." 
DNA cannot be used as evidence: 
Prosecutors in Massachusetts cannot introduce 
DNA evidence that links a defendant to a crime, 
the state Supreme Court ruled Thursday. The deci- 
sion opposes a national trend of allowing such re- 
sults. The Massachusetts court overturned the con- 
viction of a man charged with raping a 14-year-old 
handicapped girl. The court said some scientists 
question testing technology. 
School money In Texas: 
Texas Oov. Ann Richards and legislative lead- 
ers tentatively agreed to let voters decide whether 
lo impose s statewide property lax for education or 
to let the courts run the schools. 
CCopynoW IMI. USA TOOAY/Apple Cottage kv 
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Gourtfile 
The following cases have been 
heard in the Rockingham County 
General District Court: 
• Non-student Jerome I. Powette, 
19. of Alexandria, charged «with 
driving under the influence on 
Duke Drive East Jan. 8, was found 
guilty of DUI and driving with a 
suspended license at a Jan. 17 
court hearing. 
He was ordered to pay $725 in 
fines and court costs for both 
charges. The charge was reported 
in the Jan. 10Policelog. 
• Non-student Jonathan Mitchem, 
19, of Alexandria, charged with 
driving under the influence and 
refusal to take a blood or breath 
test Sept. 22, was found guilty of 
DUI at an Oct. 22 court hearing. 
His license was suspended for 
six months and he was ordered to 
pay $300 in fines and court costs 
and serve two days in jail. The 
charge was reported in the Oct. 4, 
1990, Policelog. 
• Mark R. Alouf, 19, of Greenville, 
N.C., served with a warrant and 
arrested by Harrisonburg police for 
failure to pay fines Jan. 6, was 
found guilty of DIP at a Jan. 17 
court hearing. The incident was 
reported in the Jan. 10 Policelog. 
— Julie Provenson 
Conference  
CONTINUED from page 3 
A blackboard in the corner of the 
Warren Campus Center's Valley Room 
quickly filled with words like, 
"Tension, prejudice, conflict, 
opposition," and, ultimately, 
"parents," during a discussion on 
intercultural dating. 
"Without dialogue," said Eastern 
Mcnnonitc College faculty member, 
Gerald Hudson, "We turn diversity into 
ornaments. We tend to try and put 
cultures on display and say, 'Oh, aren't 
they cute.' 
"Without dialogue, cultures risk 
being merely a curiosity." 
Samuel Mok, the chief financial 
officer of the U.S. Treasury, mediated a 
popular discussion on "Violence 
Against Asians." 
He said the reason for the conference 
is simply to say, "Hey! We are here!" 
A self-described conservative 
Republican, Mok believes, "As long 
as you have a need for these 
conferences, you are peripheral" to the 
mainstream. 
"When I went to school, being Asian 
was not such a wonderful thing," he 
said. "Do they have a German student 
conference? A French student 
conference?" 
The "pay-off" comes "when these 
kinds of conferences are redundant," he 
said. 
But he rejected the idea that you 
must, or can, throw away your cultural 
heritage. 
"You can deny it," he said. "You 
can suppress it. It's going to come 
back." 
Susan Seo belongs to the UNC 
chapter of the Korean-American 
Student Association. She drove four 
hours from Chapel Hill, N.C., to 
listen to speakers like Palaez, Cherien, 
Mok and Dr. Wei-Li Fang, who chairs 
the Virginia Council of Human 
Rights. 
And she says there is a "balance 
between being an American and also 
accepting your own background." 
Senate  
CONTINUED from page 3 
earlier this year. 
"In spite of the fiscal problems that 
we have been confronted with and will 
be confronted with, the president has 
made it an overriding objective to try 
to do everything we can to minimize 
to the extent we can the direct impact 
on the academic program," Scott said. 
"We will continue to make that our 
objective." 
Scott said JMU must continue to 
evaluate its progress under budget cuts 
Shied Center. 
Enjoy winter's newest challenge, Snowboard Skiing at 
Massanutten. Hone your skills as you rip from peak to base. 
Show your skills on our challenging half pipe. 
Snowboard skiing is permitted on all open slopes and 
trails, including our two new slopes from the top of the moun- 
tain. Lessons and limited rentals are also available. 
College Twilight skiing rates ($12) apply on Monday and 
Friday. With your valid college ID and this ad, lift tickets to 
snowboard ski are just $10. 
Come ski what's new at Massanutten. 
MASSANUTTEN 
10 Miles East of Harrisonburg.Virgjnia on Route 33     JMTJ 
and commended the faculty for carrying 
out the work of the university during 
the budget crisis. 
Also at the meeting, Scott said 
Germany and Martinique are among the 
possibilities for new international 
studies programs. 
"It is an opportunity for the 
university and possibly an opportunity 
that might appeal to some minority 
students who are not currently involved 
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CONTINUED from page 4 
other concern was that ethics between individuals is 
not the same as the ethics between larger groups — 
governments and nations follow the ethic of justice. 
This "just war" position is backed up by the Bible 
in Chapter 13 of Romans. 
"It explains that the state has the authority to use 
force for the purpose of restraining or judging evil," 
Tilley said. 
So whom — according to Tilley — does God side 
with? 
"God is on the side of justice." Tilley said. "So the 
real issue is not is God on our side, but are we on the 
side of God? Are we on the side of justice?" 
Tilley also said God could use even war toward a 
good end. 
"It is not unusual for God to use calamity to get 
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peoples' attention," Tilley said. "He can take human 
evil and bun it into a greater good." 
Tilley used the movie "It's a Wonderful Life" as 
proof. 
In the film, George Bailey gets "so far down that 
the only way he can look is up," he said. At that 
point Bailey said, "Dear God, you know I'm not a 
praying man, but I'm talking to you now." 
The same sort of talk is happening now in Tilley's 
eyes. 
"We've seen Dan Rather on television using phrases 
like. Lets all hope and pray,'" he said. 
Tilley also said that a worldwide peace can't happen 
— yet. 
"In the Old Testament, prophets predicted that a 
leader would come who would be known as the prince 
of peace," Tilley said. "I believe that is a prediction 
about Jesus and eventually when Jesus returns to 
Earth he will establish a peace of which there will be 
no end." 
But Tilley thinks there will not be universal peace 
until that day. 
"I believe the Bible teaches that the greatest barrier 
to peace is human selfishness," he said. "We will 
never have peace between nations until we can have 
peace between ethnic groups. We will never have 
peace with ethnic groups until we have peace from 
individuals. ■ 
"What the human race has done is in effect turned 
its back on God and said we will go our way, we will 
reject God and so as a result of that we have all sorts 
of calamity. 
"I believe that God's agenda for peace is to win the 
battle for peace one person at a time. It really boils 
down to each individual having peace with God." 
to 
Why's a nice person like you 
parking in a place like this? 
Ail improperly parked car may obstruct fire and emergency vehicles from reaching hydrants, 
sprinklers and burning buildings. Fire fighters and rescue workers could be needlessly delayed 
while trying to save life and property. 
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Let students 
speak... 
A quick glance at last spring's graduation 
program reveals a disappointing trend. Of all the 
speakers that afternoon — from Dr. Russell 
Warren, former vice president for academic 
affairs, to Lauro Cavazos, former U.S. secretary 
of education — only one of the graduating 
seniors had anything to say. But even then, all 
senior class president Lisa Matthews had to do 
was present the school with the class gift, 
intended to represent the students* thanks for all 
that JMU had given them. 
For the past two May commencement 
ceremonies, the university obviously has 
concluded that student speeches represent a 
dispensable part of a gathering which, ironically, 
is rooted in the idea of honoring academic 
accomplishment. Whether the administration 
decided that student orations would make 
graduation too long, or whether it felt such 
remarks would cut into the time allotted to 
certain non-student speakers, the existing plans 
make no sense at all. 
Last week, the SGA unanimously passed a bill 
of opinion sponsored by senator Jason Mclntosh 
that called upon the university to enact a 
competition to select an inspiring speaker from 
the ranks of those receiving their diplomas. Not 
only was this one of the more useful of such bills 
in recent memory, but the legislation passed 
unanimously — which almost never happens. 
This, along with December's library petition 
(which also passed unanimously), is a good 
indication that incongruous, nonsensical 
university policies and situations wont be 
overlooked for long. 
Graduation, more than any other final 
ceremony held during the last hectic month of 
the year, should be an opportunity for students 
to reflect on more than how to sneak a bottle of 
Tott's into the stadium. If the idea of a "collective 
class ideal" is at all a possibility, it seems 
face-slappingly obvious that only a student — 
not an administrator or "distinguished guest" — 
would be able to express it. A few additional 
minutes in a ceremony already overstuffed with 
preludes, presentations and processionals 
would hardly send people streaming for the 
exits, especially if that time were set aside for a 
student address. 
The SGA should be commended for bringing 
the issue to everyone's attention. It might not 
seem like such a big deal, but it is. On the day 
JMU says goodbye to an entire class of 
students, the university should allow the 
students a chance to do the same. 
JasMmOMt 
editor LAUREL WISSINGER 
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE 
editorial editor DfiMD NOON 
asst. editorial editor XXL LANGLEY 
So what's really in a name? 
Judy Garland can't sing, 
Bob Hope doesn't think his 
jokes are funny and Mi- 
chael J. Fox has never 
been back to the future. 
No, not the real ones, of 
course,   but   their   JMU 
counterparts Judith (Judy) Garland, Robert (Bob) 
Hope and Michael J. (Mike) Fox. 
It's not always easy sharing your name with some- 
one famous — but it's usually fun. 
"You just have to get used to a lot of strange looks 
when you first introduce yourself," says Bob, a junior 
biology major. 
And according to Judy, a sophomore English ma- 
jor, "You pretty much guarantee that no one will for- 
get your name." 
For instance, Mike, a junior art history major, met 
The Connells when the band came to JMU last 
spring. "Then when I saw them up in D.C. they re- 
membered me because of my name. That was cool." 
But do they blame their parents for not naming 
them something not quitc-so recognizable? 
Not at all, says Judy, who's namesake isn't the her- 
oine of the Wizard of Oz, but rather St, Jude, the pa- 
tron saint of lost causes for Catholics. 
"The doctors didn't think I was going to make it, 
and my mom prayed to St. Jude. She promised that if 
I was OK, she would name me after him," she says. 
"She didn't even realize the connection until a doctor 
came in and asked for my autograph." 
Bob is actually Robert Hope Jr. "I'm named after 
my father," he says. "I went by Robert until two sum- 
mers ago. I wanted to be called Robbie, but Bob just 
kind of stuck." 
And Mike writes off his name to coincidence. His 
parents simply liked the combination of names. "No- 
body had ever heard of Michael J. Fox until I was in 
high school," he says. 
MY WORD 
-Laurel Wissinger 
Aside from the smirks 
and jokes, having a celebri- 
ty's name also makes for 
some interesting stories. 
Ordering pizza is a big 
problem. Bob says. "When 
I give them my name they 
say, 'Yeah, call back with a real name,' and hang up." 
Bob also was once pulled over for expired tags. "I 
was sitting at a stop light, listening to music, and I 
saw a cop behind me with his lights flashing. I knew 
I hadn't done anything wrong, so I just ignored him. 
When I finally looked in the mirror again, he was 
waving and motioning me to pull over. 
"So he was already in a bad mood when I pulled 
over and rolled down the window. He gave me the of- 
ficer routine, and asked 'What's your name, son.' I 
said, Tm Bob Hope, sir.' 
"He gritted his teeth and told me to get out of the 
car. He thought I was being a smart ass." 
But when Bob furnished his driver's license, the of- 
ficer "suddenly got a little flustered, and mumbled. 
Well, I guess I can let this slide this time'," he says. 
You also learn to endure some bad jokes. "I get 
asked to click my heels a lot," Judy says. "People al- 
ways think they're being so original when they say 
that. I don't think they realize I've heard it hundreds 
of times before, and it's just not funny anymore." 
Mike doesn't use his full first name or middle ini- 
tial — except when it's to h*s benefit. "I live up near 
D.C, so sometimes when I make reservations I use it 
to see if I can get a better table," he says. And al- 
though he says he looks more like Keanu Reeves than 
Alex P. Keaton, Mike claims the ploy works. "Usual- 
ly they treat you with a little more respect," he says. 
In fact, Mike has more problems being confused 
with another Michael J. Fox at JMU than mistaken 
for the short actor. "The post office gets our mail 
mixed up all the time," he says. 
— 
■  '-' il 
Letters to die Editor 
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Bill concerning student speakers 
at graduation passes unanimously 
To the editor 
For the past several years, student speakers have been 
excluded from graduation. Recently, JMU students have 
expressed overwhelming support for having a student 
speaker at graduation. 
On Tuesday, Jan. 22, our SGA responded by 
unanimously passing a Bill of Opinion supporting a 
graduation speech competition to select a student 
speaker for the May 4 graduation ceremony. The 
approved bill reads as follows: 
"WHEREAS the JMU graduation ceremony exists 
primarily to recognize the completion of academic 
degrees by JMU students, and 
"WHEREAS graduation ceremonies in the past have 
been dominated by speeches written and delivered by 
non-students, and 
"WHEREAS a speech delivered by a graduating student 
would enhance student participation in the graduation 
ceremony, and 
"WHEREAS a speech competition — open to all 
students graduating in May, of 1991— would help 
produce the best possible speech, 
"BE IT RESOLVED that JMU't student Government 
Association urge the individuals organizing graduation 
to promptly initiate and oversee a GRADUATION 
SPEECH COMPETITION for the May 4, 1991 graduation 
ceremony." 
It should be emphasized that the speech that wins the 
competition would be in addition to a speech delivered 
by a distinguished outside speaker. Although some 
institutions have the valedictorian deliver a speech, we 
believe the valedictorian can be recognized in other 
ways, such as giving the benediction at graduation. 
The individuals organizing graduation have already 
been informed of this proposal. Although the idea has 
not yet been approved by the administrators, the SGA is 
now ready to assist them in promptly implementing this 
new and exciting Graduation Speech Competition. 
Jason Mclntosh, SGA senator 
senior 
political science/history 
All professors should consult the 
Periodicals Ust before giving work 
To the editor: 
As members of the serials staff in Carrier Library, we 
have noticed several students desperately searching for 
periodicals that we don't even carry. We feel that if the 
professors took the time to consult the periodicals list 
located in their departments, a lot of time would be 
saved, and more assignments would be able to be 
completed. 
The Periodicals List is quite easy to use: 
1. Look up the desired title. 
2. The first item under the title will be the volume 
number and year we began carrying the periodical. If 
there is a volume number and date after the hyphen, this 
indicates the year we stopped our subscription to that 
journal. These old journals are usually bound or on 
microfiche. If no date appears after the hyphen the 
current issues of that journal can be found at the serials 
desk. We do realize that some periodicals have changed 
their titles, this is what "Continues" and "Continued By" 
means and this can be confusing. Call the serials desk 
(x6240) at anytime for clarification of the new title. 
When this list is not consulted it angers students and 
makes the library look bad. Please cooperate. Thank 
you. 
David M. Herber 
senior 
sociology 
10 other signatures 
With a blind look, U.S. Involvement 
in Persian Gulf is totally 'Justified' 
To the editor: 
How about this war, eh.? And our generation was to be 
without war. Oops. My cousin Jim is there in the 82nd. 
Andy, my brother, got out. Just in time, eh?   But he's 
still in the active reserves. It doesn't look good. But it's 
OK, because last summer our ambassador to Iraq told Iraqi 
officials that should Iraq invade Kuwait, the United States 
wouldn't get involved because, "It's an Arab problem." 
But we're involved. We must stop a man whose country 
was being starved by Kuwaiti   sanctions prior to its 
invasion. When Kuwait stopped allowing Iraqi oil to 
pass, it put Iraq into a depression. OPEC was waging a 
war of its own on Iraq by undercutting oil prices. They 
figured they'd take a hit, but it was worth it to put Iraq 
under. While other OPEC nations were putting oil 
revenues back into oil production, Hussein was putting 
revenues into his army. 
As long as it's for peace, though, the war is OK. Like 
how the day before the Arab conference to find a peaceful 
solution, we sent troops to Saudi Arabia, causing Saudi 
Arabia to withdraw from the conference. That lost all 
hopes for peace. But it's still right because we're a nation 
who saves the oppressed. Well, usually. We did nothing 
as the U.S.S.R. occupied Afghanistan. And as for our 
oppressed brothers in South Africa or in Central 
America, we continually support governments that 
slaughter people who hold opposing political views. 
Finally, this war is justified because we have so much 
here at home that we should spread the wealth. Imagine if 
we spent one billion dollars a day on homeless, medical 
care, AIDS or just poverty in general! "Choose Martin 




A little barrel of bricks never 'hurt' anyone 
Non-moming person that I am, it's good to have a 
letter to read as I sleepwalk my way across campus 
running errands I really hadn't planned on. 
A letter in my P.O., with my name handwritten on 
it, is an event. This particular one is from Uncle Joe. 
He says he's out of the hospital and that the Irish 
beating Miami went a long way toward his speedy 
recovery. As I pass by HiUcrest House I turn the page 
and find he's included a clipping from a newspaper. 
But the reading goes kind of slow when you have to 
dodge people and try and stay on your part of the 
sidewalk. 
A bricklayer in Barbados, West Indies, wrote this 
letter 
'When I got to the building, I found that the 
hurricane had knocked some bricks off the top. So 1 
rigged up a beam with a pulley at the top of the 
building and hoisted up a couple of barrels of bricks. 
When I fixed the building, there was a lot of pricks 
left over. I hoisted the barrel back up again and 
secured the line at the bottom, and then went up and 
filled the barrel with the extra bricks. Then I went 
down to the bottom and cast off the line. 
Unfortunately... I finally get to the first stop on 
my Ust of errands. Carrier Library. Time to return the 
first semester books before the library people put a 
hold on my visa? What I really feel like doing is 
paying the $12 with a brown bag full of pennies and 
nickels. Sometimes the little things get to you and 
you've got to admit you're just along for the ride 
right? 
Unfortunately, the barrel of bricks was heavier than 
1 was and before I knew what had happened, the barrel 
started down, jerking me off the ground. 1 decided to 
hang on, and halfway up I met the barrel coming 
down and received a severe blow on the shoulder. 
I then continued onto the top, banging my head 
against the beam and getting my fingers jammed in 
the pulley. When the barrel hit the ground it burst its 
bottom, allowing the bricks to spill out. I was now 
heavier than the barrel and so I started down again at 
high speed. 
I can tell long before I get to the door at the 
Records Office, that they're out to lunch. No line... 
must be 12:05. Sure. Damn. I sorta enjoy just 
stopping in and asking them for a Rap sheet (out of 
season, of course), just to get a rise from 'em. Rap 
sheet — I hate saying words like that — words like 
JAC card, user friendly, diaper dandy or stressed. 
Anyway, back to the bricklayer. 
Halfway down I met the barrel coming up and 
received severe injuries to the shins. When I hit the 
ground I landed on the bricks, getting several painful 
cuts from the sharp edges. 
And so all this time, I'm reading kinda slow, 
because I'm dunking of this history paper I have due 
tomorrow. I think to myself—as most history paper 
procrastinators do — wouldn't it be novel to invent 
history as you wrote it You could have a lot of fun 
with stuff like the Election of 1800, Robert Nye and 
America First, the market revolution or the sixties. 
Take JFK, for example. 
"The JFK administration was famous, and thus the 
time is referred to as the Camelot years, because Jack 
Kennedy and his trusty secretary of estate, Richard 
Burton, went around frolicking with all the maidens 
in the fair land. Jack's successor was a guy wilh a 10 
gallon crown, a Texas accent and a wife named Lady 
Bird.l" (You can't fictionalize any better than Lady 
Bird.) 
But my patience-to-errand ratio is falling and I'm 
getting into a bad mood. One of those kinds of moods 
you get into when you have no success doing a bunch 
of little piddly things you've put off, just so you can 
watch the football highlights on SportsCenter one 
more time. And on top of that I've really gotten 
nothing done — except to give 12 bucks away and 
get Uncle Joe's letter with this story in it. The ending 
is the best part 
At this point, I must have lost my presence of 
mind because I let go of the line. The barrel then 
came down, giving me another heavy blow on the 
head and putting me in the hospital.' 
My last stop is to check with a professor about 
getting a recommendation. We end up talking about 
sports and the frustration of job searches. He sort of 
cringes a bit when I mention the Persian Gulf and 
says, "Never know when a SCUD missile might 
come through the window." 
Yeah, or a barrel of bricks. 
iDid she really get the name Lady Bird just so 1*8 
could have the same initials as LBJ? Any thoughts on 
having an anacronym as president? Explain. 
► .  >-r.   ,, V«I/**-*M "'"rnc "•-1 
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U.S. needs to command international respect 
In his speech announcing and justifying America's 
attack on Iraq, George Bush went at lengths to relate 
this action to his vision of a new world order. In this 
new world, international relations will be conducted 
within the framework of international law, and a 
strong and active United Nations will enforce that 
law. Mr. Bush was not the first to state the desire for 
such a world, and he will not be the last; it is a very 
nice world to imagine. But if we are to have any hope 
of making it a reality, the United States is going to 
have to dramatically alter its foreign policy. 
For about 40 years now the United States has been 
sacrificing its values for the sake of Containment, 
God of the Cold War, Stopper of Communism. We 
have told the world that it is freedom we love and 
fight for, and yet we have supported dictatorships and 
military regimes all over the world. We supported 
drug-dealing Manuel Noriega, until it was no longer 
expedient to do so, and we gave military assistance to 
Saddam Hussein, gasser of Kurds, until he was no 
longer "necessary" as a counterweight to Khomeini. 
Israel was our foothold in the Middle East, so we 
chose to ignore its treatment of the Palestinians, at 
least until we needed to win some Arab support 
No country has had more respect for international 
law than we do when it suits our purpose, and no 
Western nation has had more disregard for it when 
hasn't. George Bush would have us believe the United 
States is already a strong supporter of international 
law. After all, hasn't George Bush cited the U.N. 
resolution authorizing the use of force against Iraq 
about nine million times in the past month? Yes, but 
if you remember, before that resolution passed he said 
that the United States had the right to act even if no 
ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE 
-Brian Moore 
such resolution was endorsed by the Security 
Council. If you think back a little further, you may 
remember the disregard for U.N. reaction he expressed 
after the invasion of Panama, and back further still, 
the United States under Reagan walking out of 
International Court of Justice proceedings that we 
feared would rule against our mining of Nicaraguan 
territorial waters. 
There are three ways to achieve influence with other 
nations: You can intimidate them, buy their 
cooperation or earn their respect At the end of World 
War n, America commanded a great deal of respect in 
the world, and we wielded an incredible amount of 
influence. Since that time, the hypocrisy of our 
foreign policy and our strong arm tactics have cost us 
a great deal of that respect The world no longer loves 
America. We have tried to make up the difference 
with intimidation and money. Intimidation wasn't 
very effective because the Soviet Union promised to 
support any nation we threatened to harm (and vice 
versa), so more and more often we have been buying 
the cooperation of nations, as we are in the Persian 
Gulf crisis. The problem is, nations only cooperate as 
long as the checks keep flowing, and our ability to 
pay has been significantly reduced in recent years. 
If we want to achieve leadership in a world order 
truly based on international law, we need to achieve 
the respect of other nations. One of the functions of 
international law is to protect nations against 
intimidation, so that couldn't be a regular part of our 
foreign policy. In the economically competitive world 
we live in, we cannot afford to continue buying the 
cooperation of half the world; leadership achieved 
through those means is temporary at best We need to 
achieve world leadership the same way individuals in 
our own nation achieve it; we need to convince other 
nations that our lead is the best lead to follow. 
If the United States wants to win the respect of the 
world, it needs to start conducting its foreign policy 
in line with its professed values. It must stop 
supporting dictatorial regimes, and the next time the 
United Nations is against us, we must be willing to 
abide by its decision. To not do so, and yet demand 
that other nations honor U.N. decisions not in their 
favor, is the height of hypocrisy. 
The United States still has a fair bit of influence in 
the world. If we submit ourselves to the United 
Nations, other nations will be encouraged to follow, 
and we'll gain their respect for having led the way. 
We will further gain their respect by adhering to the 
same high principles which we preach. If we do this, 
and if Bush's new world order is established, then 
perhaps we can stop seeing ourselves as the world's 
policeman, and use the money and energy we save 
solving some of our domestic crises. We will no 
longer command the free world, but by commanding 
its respect we will maintain a good deal of influence. 
Brian Moore is a sophomore majoring in 
international affairs. 
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Best chapter 
Beta Gamma Sigma 'outstanding' for 3rd-straight year 
JMTJs chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma has just been 
selected to receive the "Outstanding Chapter Award" 
for the third year in a row. 
Beta Gamma Sigma, the honor society for 
collegiate schools of business, recognizes the top 
juniors, seniors and graduate students in any major 
within the College of Business who have the highest 
academic standing in their class. 
The chapter adviser is Dr. Phillip Dubose, an 
associate professor of management Dubose has been 
advising BGS for the past three years. 
"BGS has won three years in a row because Dr. 
Dubose is such a strong adviser. He's the continuity] 
he's the one who makes it easier for the officiers to do 
their work," said Diane Mayberry, the president of 
the chapter. 
DuBose was notified on Jan. 11, 1991, that 
JMU's chapter of BGS was one of three out of 263 
chapters to be awarded with the honor. 
Just what is it that makes the JMU BGS chapter 
better than those at other colleges and universities? 
BGS has met the citeria for the 
reward by promoting campus wide (( \fc 
awareness   of   BGS    events   and M 
programs and increasing the visibility 
of the organization on campus. 
"This is not a fraternity, it's 
an honor society," Mayberry 
said. "The main purpose of 
BGS is to reward and promote 
scholarship through working 
with the College of Business." 
The   chapter   has   made 
certain       that       important 
functions     such     as     the 
induction and awards banquet 
received     coverage     from 
various   student  publications 
on campus as well as local 
newspapers. 
The practice of "tapping" is 
also  essential   for  a  strong 
chapter. Tapping is the term 
used to describe the dean's interaction 
with the students.  The dean goes 
around to the classrooms to recognize 
that school year's BGS candidates. 
Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of the College 
of Business, "sincerely enjoys and looks 
forward to talking with the students," 
Dubose said. 
This creates a bond between students   u 
and the administration which enhances the unity and 
success of JMU's BGS chapter, Dubose said. 
Graphic by Ellen Stem 
Besides tapping, general 
suppon from the dean is crucial to 
having an outstanding honorary 
chapter. Dean Holmes has funded 
special projects and sponsorships 
which makes JMU award 
winning. 
For example, the chapter 
organized a videotape series 
providing information about 
various majors within the college 
which was made available on 
campus for students. They also 
put together an informational 
pamphlet about the various 
student organizations in the 
college. In addition, there have 
been guest executive lecturers and 
practitioners who give day-long 
talks and interact with students. 
Recently, Dean Holmes and the 
rest of the chapter worked to 
bring in Kathleen Alexander, 
corporate vice president of 
personnel from Marriott. 
An outstanding chapter must 
lave   participated   in   national 
programs,    such    as    the 
National Scholarship 
Program of BGS. This 
program requires advisers of 
BGS to nominate excellent 
students in their chapter to 
be recipients of a scholastic 
award. An adviser sends 
applications to the national 
office where they are 
evaluated by a board. 
JMU      has     been      a 
participant in the program for the past three 
years under DuBose's advising, and a JMU 
student has won the award two of the last three 
years. 
In addition to national program participation, 
attendance of annual meetings and workshops by 
deans or advisers of a college is important in showing 
a chapter's dedication to BGS. Last April, Holmes 
and   DuBose   attended   the »BGS   meeting   in 
conjunction with American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business meeting in San Francisco. 
A final requirement of the JMU chapter was a high 
acceptance rate from the students offered 
membership in BGS. Among JMUs Beta Gamma 
Sigma  nominees,   there  has  been  a  98  percent 
Article by Jennifer Grossman 
Diane Mayberry [leftj and Christy Pemble are the president and vice 
president of Beta Gamma Sigma. 
acceptance rate. Compared with the national average 
of 69 percent, JMU's BGS boasts a chapter very 
aware of opportunities for proving excellence in a 
major in business. 
"The general public needs to realize that to obtain a 
chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma in the first place is no 
easy feat," Dubose said. 
To have a chapter of BGS, a business program 
must be fully accredited by the AACSB. About one 
out five business programs recieve accreditation. 
"Hey, [receiving this award] is great exposure for 
us, especially being selected for three consecutive 
years. It's very, very impressive. The institution's 
name sticks in one's mind," Dubose said. 
Photo by Amy Martinez 
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434-9005 
COIN LAUNDRY 
Located In Cloverleaf 
Shopping Center. Do your 
own laundry or let us wash, dry, 
50Clb. Same day service. 
DRY CLEANING 
8 lb.-$10.00 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
Attendant on duty all day until 5 pm 
Video Garnet • Video Games • Video Games 
QM ay lie's 
£Mafo designs 
The ultimate experience In 
professional permanent waving. 
NewSUPER SUNTanning Lamps 
10 FREE 
Tanning Visits 
With Every Perm or Sunglitz 







recycled fiber is 
expected to 
grow at a rate 
of more than 
double that for 
virgin fiber over 
the next three 
years. 




recycling all of 
its office paper as 
well as used 
newspapers. 
Recycling is the 









An easy 10 
minute walk 
to campus. 
(No hills to climb or 
interstate to cross) 
Olde Mill Village Offers: 
•Furnished 4 bedroom apartments 
•A desk in every room 
•Two full bathrooms 
•Large utility room with full size 
washer and dryer 
•Fully equipped kitchen including 
microwave and dishwasher 
•Spacious living area 




a deal, rent at. 
OLDE MILL, 
Plus: 
•Lighted parking lot 
•Basketball court 
•Sunbathing area 
434-1876 cBerkeky %&^nes 
Realty. Inc. ofHamsonburgl  I « n^oiSS®; 
1373 S. 
! 1 
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JMU student wins marketing scholarship 
staffwriter 
CallitTeer-ific. 
Dr. Hal Teer, an assistant professor 
of marketing, has been at JMU since 
the fall of 1986. Almost immediately, 
he started publicizing the Direct 
Marketing Institute, a five-day seminar 
held three times a year outside 
Chicago. 
Starting in the spring of 1987, a 
JMU student has been selected to 
attend a direct marketing seminar in 
Chicago each time the school has had 
an applicant. This accounts for 10 
students chosen in a row for the honor 
— each time a JMU student has 
applied, acceptance has been gained. 
"It's a real tribute to Dr. Teer that 
someone has been selected from JMU 
every time that we've applied," said Dr. 
Alicia Thompson, a JMU assistant 
professor of marketing. 
"He's responsible almost totally for 
this," she said. 
The latest person to be selected, 
senior marketing major Tina Hill, 
earned a week of education valued at 
$1,000 with the Direct Marketing 
Educational Foundation. She attended 
the William Howe Direct Marketing 
Collegiate Institute held the last week 
in November. 
Hill was one of the 30 students from 
colleges nationwide chosen for the 
five-day professional seminar, which 
consisted of numerous "how-to" 
sessions including "Where the Direct 
Marketing Medium is Today and 
Where it's Going," and "How to Create 
Effective Direct Response Space 
Advertising." 
"Direct Marketing is a system of 
marketing which uses one or more 
forms of advertising media - it's used 
to achieve a measurable response," Hill 
said. 
The job experience of the instructors 
- which included Bob Stone, a graduate 
professor of marketing at Northwestern 
University, and Jerry Reitman, the 
executive vice president of Leo 
Burnette Advertising - was an 
advantage, according to Hill. 
"Its more exciting to see what 
someone has done, than just to learn 
definitions," Hill said. 
New friendships and a diverse group 
of students were an important part of 
the seminar for Hill. 
"It was really neat because there were 
30 students, nobody knew each other 
before we went and we all became good 
friends," Hill said. "They are going to 
be really good contacts for the future." 
"You can't really even attach a price 
value for all that you learn and get out 
of it," Hill said. 
Only one senior per college may be 
nominated. Students are selected on 
the basis of her interest in advertising 
and marketing, activities, 
recommendations, academic standing 
and writing ability. She is vice 
president of Mu Kappa Tau - the 
marketing honor society - a member 
of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, a student 
ambassador and a student assistant for 
the Office of Student Affairs. 
Teer was in charge of the JMU 
selection process. 
"It provides an awareness of an area 
which is an extremely fast-growing 
field," he said. 
Hill also emphasized the 
opportunities available in a direct 
marketing career. "It's just emerging as 
an important part of advertising," she 
said. "I think that's why there are a lot 
of opportunities for younger people, 
because they want new ideas." 
Much of direct marketing's growth is 
the result of consumers wanting more 
SCOTT TRBBU/THE BREEZE 
Tina Hill, a senior majoring in marketing, is the 10th JMU student in a row 
to be chosen to attend the Direct Marketing Institute in Chicago. 
personalized advertising at their 
convenience. 
"Direct marketing is reaching people 
one on one and making them respond," 
Hill said. 
Since the seminar. Hill's career 
objectives have shifted away from 
advertising. She attributes part of this 
change to her experiences in Chicago. 
She is looking toward either working 
in the field of direct marketing or 
going to graduate school to obtain a 
master's degree in Sales Promotion and 
Direct Marketing. 
Stephanie Bryan, a senior 
marketing major who interned last 
summer with Wal-Mart, will be 
attending the next seminar later this 
semester. 
Interested in newspaper advertising? 
See page 18 for more information. 
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GAIN VALUABLE COMPUTER 
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR CAREER 
orr POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
MAY, SUMMER AND FALL: 
• Microcomputer Labs • Resource Center 
• VAX Operations • HelpDesk 
EXPERIENCE AND BENEFITS: 
• Work with professionals 
• Learn the latest software programs 
• Impress employers with experience to 
complement your degree 
• Competitive salary with room for advancement 
that includes pay raises 
Pick up an application from any computer lab. Miller 





COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
■ Roundirip o* to Nossau/Parodise blond 
or Cancun. Mexico. ■ Roundirip transfers from airport to hotel. ■ 7 Nights hotel accommodations. ■ Welcome rum swizzle party at most 
hotels. (Nassau) ■ 1 Hour rum (Nassdu) or Tequila (Cancun) 
party. ■ 3 Hour cruise with unlimited rum punch 
ond on board entertainment. (Nassau/ 
Paradise Island) ■ 3 Beach parties (one with free lunch) music 
ond activities. (Ncssau) ■ Exclusive admission to the Palace. Waterloo 
Coliseum, and Drumbeat Hotel.(Nassau) ■ College week programs by the Bahamas 
tourist office. ■ On location professional tour escort. 
DAVE  BUISSOH 
434-5247 
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE  . . . SIGN UP NOW 
Upcoming Events,,. ~\ 
Open Fonim Discussions i/a moderator - Fri, 2/1, Fri. J, 12 - 2pm • tie Com 
Movies This Week... 
lues. & Wed., Jan. 29 & 30 - Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down 7 & 9:30 Grafton-Stovall - $1.50 W/ID, $2.00 W/out 
Thurs., Jan. 31 - The Elephant Man 7 & 9:30 G/S $1.50 W/ID; $2.00 W/out 
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 1 & 2 - Wild at Heart  1 & 9:30 G/S $1.50 w/ID, $2.00 w/out 
Friday midnite: Fritz the Cat G/S $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out 
Sunday, Feb. 3 - Blithe Spirit  7:30 FVee G/S 
CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6504 
-     '-   ■ 
Dollars zind Sense 
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AT&T  telephone line 
AT&T, the nation's largest long-distance phone 
company, moved one step closer to completing its 
hostile takeover bid for NCR, a Dayton-based 
computer maker. On Jan. 16, AT&T announced 
that 70 percent of the NCR shareholders favored its 
$6.1 billion bid in principle and would hold a 
special meeting. 
AT&T "hopes they will vote for a new, 
bid-friendlier board," according to the Jan. 19 issue 
of The Economist. 
However, if AT&T gains the NCR support of 80 
percent of NCR's shares, it can "vote out the 
company's present leaders and replace them with 
their own selections," according to the Jan. 28 
issue of Business Week. 
Rolls Royce 
Rolls Royce, a luxury-car maker in Great Britain, 
will reduce its workforce by 340 members due to 
recessions in America and at home. Both countries 
last year combined for 2,000 of the company's total 
3300 sales, according to the Jan. 19 issue of The 
Economist. 
New York Daily News 
The labor showdown at Tribune Co.'s New York 
Daily News may result in the defeat of the 
management Tribune announced Jan. 16 it would 
permanently close or sell the News unless "the 
long-term  viability  and  profitability  of the 
newspaper can be assured." 
This seems unlikely, due to the often violent 
three-month walkout and the paper's receding 
circulation and number of ad pages, according to the 
Jan. 28 issue of Business Week. 
A shut-down or sale could cost up to $100 
million or more. After $200 million in losses 
incurred by the paper in the past decade, Tribune 
seems ready to give up, according to Business 
Week. 
Hotel bonus 
Hotels have now joined the airlines in pushing 
bonuses for frequent users. For instance, Hyatt 
offers a free weekend night following a three-night 
stay. Thirty independent hotels joined 
Inter-Continental's deal where nine nights equal a 
free round-trip flight, according to the Jan. 28 issue 
of Business Week. 
This trend is in sharp contrast to what many 
industry leaders said last winter at a lodging 
industry seminar on the campus of Cornell 
University. Many stated that bonus programs of 
any kind diverted precious marketing dollars and 
agreed that it is difficult to measure how or if they 
build additional business, according to the Jan. 
additional business, according to the Jan. 1990 
issue of Lodging Hospitality. 
Companies ready plans for war situations 
Several companies are devising plans to handle 
any possible war emergencies, ranging from bomb 
threats to executive kidnapings. 
At Atlantic Richfield Corp. in Los Angeles, 
Stephanie Masaki-Schatz, manager of corporate 
emergency planning, said the first thing she did 
after war broke out in the Gulf, was "grab my 
folder to review emergency plans for all sorts of 
scenarios," according to the Jan. 24 issue of The 
Wall Street Journal. 
Increased security in the company's headquarters 
and parking lots, monitoring of maintenance 
employees and close inspection of all mail are 
some Suggestions which might be followed in a 
crises situation, according to The Journal. 
Fly that flag 
It has been a banner week for flag sales across the 
United States, according to the Jan. 27 issue of the 
Richmond Times-Dispatch. 
Thousands of flags in all sizes have been bought 
in a wave of patriotism has swept the country, 
according to the Times-Dispatch. 
For instance, a flag dealer near Williamsburg 
reports that, while he usually sells three or four 
flags a week, this week he sold 60 — including 25 
in one day. 
The greater Richmond area seems to be a hot spot 
for flags, according to Sarah Broker of the New 
England Flag and Banner Co. "We've had more 
calls from the Richmond area than anywhere else in 
America," she said. 
Compiled by Tom Speiss and Robyn Williams. 
CJ^Uon^fvltrw 
01, Hose. CotdWitter Mfkte/ 
Madison Manor has a fireplace In every unit to keep you extra 
warm and cozy all winter long. We also offer all the amenities you 
expect and full recreational facilities. A new bus schedule now gets 
you to campus when you need to be there. 
9 or 12 month leases available 
434-6616 
scusTOM imprints 
66 Ea* Mario* Street Haraonbuig, Va.    I        564-0555 
...the store with more... 
Screen Printing, Embroidery, Sportswear, Greek-wear, 
CkaVTeamShirts, Sewn on & Pre» on Lettering, Mugs, Cups, 
Bottom, Baloont, Bumper Sticker*, Keychaint, and More... 
One stop shopping for an) occasion, any group or individual. 
DJR's Custom Imprints M-Th ioam-7pm 
66 E Market Street F ioam-6pm 
Harrisonburg, VA s town-Spin 
• Next to Wheat First Securities and across pom George's. 





WA~*-*r* **r ^» /f»—u« »r*ffi» • 4&*w 
Come see what 
weVe got cookm'! 
Well beoncarr^Madi27iruerviewingfa managers. 
ALL MAJORS WELCON 
LA 
chilis 
E»mZm*IaV       ^t';Tmi;Q;l 
Qjrxxturuties throughout the WashingtcnD.C area. 
Dmt miss the resume drorxtf date 
FEBRUARY 18*19 Cl 
Seal j-jouse. 
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TRUE ChAMpioNs 
JMU students go into the community to vc 
I sn't that speciaP. Yes, it is! 
Several JMU students can recall experiences 
from the fall while preparing for another 
semester of helping mentally retarded athletes 
through the Virginia Special Olympics. 
Area Four of the VSO, which includes the 
city of Harrisonburg, and Shenandoah and 
Page and Rockingham counties, offers sports 
programs throughout the year in swimming, 
Softball, basketball, skiing, track and field, 
bowling and volleyball. 
Monday, Jan. 14, 7:30 pm.— about 25 
athletes and student volunteers and one or two 
parents swim in the Olympic-size Bridgewater 
College pool. The voices of athletes and 
coaches create a constant, happy din. 
Swimmers are scattered around the pool. 
Some practice swimming laps, some use 
kickboards and others play with rings. 
Volunteers aid the athletes, enthusiastically 
encouraging those swimming laps or standing 
behind one to guide his arms for a particular 
stroke. 
Several parents watch the activity from an 
observation deck high above the pool. 
It is JMU freshman Jennifer Ayers' first night 
as skills coach. She became involved with 
Special Olympics last semester. "My aunt is 
mentally retarded and I missed her," she says. 
"It's really neat working with the kids. I was 
kind of shocked when they asked me to [be the 
skills coach]," Ayers says. "I was really 
tickled. I love the kids. They're some of the 
best people you could be around." 
Ayers has worked with the swimmers since 
September. "You get to be such good friends 
with them," she says. "Coming back from 
Christmas, everyone wanted to know who got 
what." 
Ayers works with 16-year-old Terry 
Thompson and 9-year-old Lesley Barnes, and 
Lesley says she likes swimming, "but it makes 
me tired. I can stay above water," she adds. 
Marilyn Scott sits on a bench at one end of 
the pool watching her 8-year-old autistic 
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Eastern Mennonite College student Kristin Martin works with Special Olympian Lesley Barnes. 
Jay Yutzy, a student at Bridgewater College, helps at 
daughter, Megan. 
"This is her favorite night of the week," Scott 
says. "We can't tell her [that we're going 
swimming] until after dinner or she wouldn't 
eat!" 
Autistic children characteristically have an 
attraction to water Scott says, and Megan even 
taught herself to swim. 
Scott says Megan feels "at home with 
everybody [here]. We really appreciate the 
volunteers because she needs one-on-one. 
Almost all of them are students. 
"I don't know what we'd do without them," 
Scott says. 
Swimming is not the only sport for which 
students may volunteer. 
Cathy Browning, a sophomore psychology 
major, helped with swimming and volleyball 
last semester in connection with a special 
education class. 
Browning speaks of Amy, a 19-year-old 
volleyball player. "It's strange to think she's 
been here as long as I have," she says. 
Students who participate in the 
Train- A-Champ program have similar feelings. 
Francesca Lomonaco, a sophomore social 
^^» 
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work major, says, "It was a great experience. 
It's easy to feel uncomfortable around people 
your age without the same mental capabilities. I 
had no problem loving them once I got to know 
them. It teaches you how to love 
unconditionally." 
Lomonaco served as a Train- A-Champ head 
bowling coach at Harrisonburg High School 
last semester. 
Although Train-A-Champ is partially a 
recruiting program for the actual Special 
Olympics in which athletes compete, and 
partially a training program to help keep 
handicapped children in shape, "it's all the 
same organization," says senior Chris Balint, 
last semester's Train-A-Champ coordinator. 
"We promote each other." 
Volunteer groups work once a week at five 
local schools and the Op Shop, a workshop for 
mentally retarded adults. 
Camie Welch, a junior social work major, 
worked at Thomas Harrison Middle School, 
head coaching volleyball and basketball. 
Welch says she didn't expect the students to 
be able to do as much they could. "At first 
OLYMPICS page 18 
ARTJCIE by Karen Perry 
Psoras by Chris Haws 
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Jennifer Ayers, a JMU freshman, instructs Terry Thompson before he enters the pool. 
. 
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CONTINUED from page J7 
they're standoffish," she says, but 
eventually they begin "looking forward 
to it each week." 
Balint has been involved with 
Special Olympics since her freshman 
year at JMU. She says the 
Train-A-Champ coordinator's position 
was mostly administrative, so she 
spent less time with the athletes. 
"Even though I haven't been with the 
athletes so much, I'm helping 
indirectly," she says. "It's really 
rewarding. It makes me feel good." 
Balint also has learned a lot about 
people in the community. The 
Train-A-Champ coordinator is the only 
position on the area's board that is held 
by a JMU student 
"I love those ladies on the board," 
Balint says. "It's neat to know the 
parents." 
Sophomore speech pathology major 
Elyse Schechter has taken over Balint's 
position this semester. As a SPED 
200 student, Schechter was required to 
complete 10 hours of volunteer work 
last semester. She, like Lomonaco, 
became a head bowling coach at 
Harrisonburg High School 
"I loved it," Schechter says. "It was 
so rewarding just to see the kids try. 
They give more than we could ever 
attempt to give." 
Schechter even decided to be a special 
education minor because of her work 
with the kids in the Train-a-Champ 
program. "They're so inspiring and so 
muchmore appreciative. Not many 
people are willing to give time to 
them," she says. 
She tells a story about working with 
Terry, the same boy who Ayers works 
with at swimming practice. 
Terry had difficulty with his bowling 
techniques so Schechter helped him, 
not sure if he was really paying 
attention or not. Later that day, the 
students wanted to see Schechter bowl, 
so she asked one of them to be her 
coach. Terry volunteered and told her 
exactly what to do, just as she had 
taught him. 
"He listened!" she remembers, 
smiling. 
Volunteers are given little or no 
training in dealing with mentally 
retarded students. 
"It's not really organized but you go 
with it when you get there," Schechter 
says. "We had to assess the kids and 
meet them where they were." 
A meeting for anyone interested in 
helping train athletes for Special 
Olympics or those interested in the 
Train-A-Champ program will be held 
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Highlands 
Room. Those particularly interested in 
swimming may call Jennifer Ayers at 
x5232. 
DiatWasThen 
Jan. 1975: JMU plans Greek Row; 
first women's track team formed; 
writer describes how to make wine 
As students on campus are 
presently attempting to arrange 
living arrangements for the fall 
semester, this time 16 years ago 
campus administrators began 
planning Greek housing on 
campus. As of Jan. 28, 1975, 
officials did not know where the 
proposed Greek Row would be 
located. 
In 1975 eight social fraternities, 
six of them national, existed on 
campus. Fraternity brothers 
comprised 6 percent of the male 
population of Madison College. 
The project called for five 
$200,000 houses to provide 
private rooms for 20 Greeks in 
each house. Each national 
fraternity was expected to post 
$50,000 to provide for protection 
if the fraternity folded or became 
unable to fulfill its debts. Rent 
was expected to be placed at $75 a 
month, $15 more than regular 
dorm room fees. 
The Jan. 28, 1975 issue of The 
Breeze announced the spring 
schedule of the first womens' track 
and field intercollegiate team from 
Madison. Coach Flossie Love, 
formerly of the University of 
Georgia, told a reporter the team 
was comprised mostly of freshmen 
and that no cuts had been made. 
Love said that "women's athletics 
is recognized and respected by the 
men's athletic program here as was 
missing in her previous coaching 
experience." 
The Breeze also ran a story on 
the   economic   attributes   of 
homemade wine in times of high 
inflation. The reponer described 
wine making process as "a way 
one can come close to an artistic 
approach." At the end of the story 
examining the historical, culinary 
and   artistic   aspects  of  wine 
making  was  an  editor's  note 
promising   instructions for wine 
making in the next issue of The 
Breeze. No such  recipe was 
included in the next issue. 
— Information compiled by 
Katie McFadden and Donna 
Ragsdale 
In Newspaper Advertising 
Call Michael K. Wynn, executive business manager, by Wednesday at 
The Breeze (x6730) for more information. 
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Student poet jumps at life's challenges 
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sutfwriter 
"You   can't   use   a   word   like 
Neanderthal in a poem." 
Shannon Dove remembers sitting in 
10th grade chemistry class discussing 
the rules of Romantic poetry with 
friends. He recalls one girl in particular 
spitting out the textbook regulations 
of poetry. 
"There are only certain words you 
can use in poetry," the obedient girl 
professed. She offered a random 
example — "You can't use a word like 
Neanderthal in a poem." 
Dove immediately refuted, "I bet I 
could." He turned around and scratched 
a 10-line poem on the chalkboard with 
the word "Neanderthal" right in the 
middle of it. 
Today, JMU sophomore Shannon 
Dove holds a certificate of "Honorable 
Mention" for his poem "The Romantic 
Neanderthal," soon to be published in 
the American Collegiate Poets 
Anthology. 
"I can't remember a time when I 
didn't write," Dove says, sitting atop 
the library table. "I can remember 
writing even before I knew how to 
write, which is really strange. I can 
recall sitting down and doing 
something on paper that looked like 
that," he scribbles curly lines on a 
spiral notebook. 
"It meant something to me, but I 
couldn't figure out why it didn't mean 
anything to anybody else — I was 
only three!" 
In his earlier years, Dove refused to 
keep a writer's notebook. "I was really 
paranoid about my journal falling into 
the wrong hands and people rinding out 
just what a weirdo I actually was," he 
says laughing. "Not that people 
knowing I was weird really bothered 
me — but I just didn't want them to 
have any hard evidence. 
"My best poetry was written on the 
back of my math homework in seventh 
grade," he insists. Unfortunately, much 
of his poetry disappeared through the 
years. "I kind of wish I had saved some 
of it. It didn't mean much to me back 
then because I didn't think anybody 
would care." 
Soon Dove became more involved 
with people who liked to read as much 
as he did. 
"When I finally got to high school 
and got over whatever virus it was that 
made me a geek, ... [I] started to 
make some honest-to-God friends," 
most of whom were in the drama club. 
Award-winning student poet Shannon 
aspects of a Hershey s chocolate bar 
He broke down and started writing in a 
red Meade spiral. One day he gave it to 
a friend in study hall who was hungry 
for something to read. 
"He took it and read it and didn't give 
it back. Every class period I would see 
someone else carrying it down the hall. 
My volume of poetry was just sort of 
circulating around the general 
population." 
Dove recovered the journal, then 
only to sacrifice it in the name of 
romance. 
"I was trying to really impress this 
girl. I gave her this volume of poetry, 
thinking that she would collapse into 
TEEmOBRB/THE BREEZE 
Dove contemplates the poetic 
(with almonds). 
my arms in this mold of Jell-O." 
She never returned the journal, 
making Dove vow he "would be a 
non-conformist and not keep a writer's 
notebook." 
Dove has found that posting his 
work on the Poetry Bulletin Board of 
the Vax computer system is more his 
style. 
"I like for people to read what I 
write, but it's not, for me, an ego 
trip," he says. "For me, I feel a certain 
way and if somebody out there in the 
world at large, feels the same way I do, 
then maybe they can find that one little 
line there, that phrase and say, 'that's 
exactly what I was thinking, that's 
exacUy what I was trying to say,' or 
'that's right!'" 
Dove and a host of other students use 
the "Poetry BB" to circulate their work 
for criticism without fear of losing it 
Dove says he doesn't feel 
comfortable discussing other people's 
poetry, because he has "a really weird 
concept of what poetry is." 
He is convinced anything can be a 
poem, despite his middle school 
friends' beliefs that a poem has to look 
a certain way. 
"People go through seventh and 
eighth and ninth grade English ... and 
automatically think if you take a page 
and paste it on a wall and you get back 
at the end of the room and you look at 
it... and if it looks really weird it's a 
poem and if it's all really flat and 
straight it's not a poem." 
As far as judging writing. Dove is 
sure, "if the average person knows how 
to read, he can tell if something is 
good or bad." He believes good writing 
is both innate and learned. 
"If you have just a little bit of 
ability and add that to just a little bit 
of reading, and just a little bit of 
learning, then you can probably come 
up with something that's pretty decent. 
It doesn't matter whether you're writing 
one syllable words or 10 syllable 
words." 
Dove has two passions now — 
writing and theater. He is currently 
working on an experimental theatre 
production of Shakespeare's "A 
Comedy of Errors," which the student 
director Mary Szmagaj has set in New 
York City with "a Godfather-type 
family." He is also active in his 
Broadway community theater. 
Dove is unsure of his own future, 
saying he goes "through phases." He'd 
like to be an actor or a playwright or a 
teacher or writer. "I'd just like to be 
making a living and say, 'yeah, I'm a 
writer.'" 
Though he vowed not to, Dove has 
begun keeping another notebook. It is 
a marble exercise book in which he 
writes down anything that strikes him 
— quotable quotes, Anglo-Saxon 
riddles, scene rewrites, chips of ideas 
for poems. He is comfortable writing 
anywhere and the notebook isn't 
always around when he needs it, so 
he'll just find scraps to write on until 
he can get it into the book. 
But his very best work, he says, 









BAND EXPLORES ECLECTIC STYLE 
The flyers posted around campus read "johnnies 
Heritage. Special Engagement at Valentino's. No 
cover charge. Free hors d'oeuvres." 
The resulting show was so mobbed that the 
management had to turn away people at the door. 
REVIEW 
There may have been gluttons who came solely 
to stuff their faces with free hors d'oeuvres. But 
when the trays were cleared, the gluttons stayed to 
burn off the calories dancing to the "haunting" 
progressive tunes of johnnies Heritage. 
Bassist and songwriter Daniel Robinson 
explained, "In my songs I always try to create a 
haunting element. I try to take things and 
situations and put a little bit of a twist behind 
them — emotionally." 
Lead guitarist Rob Butler said, "We call 
ourselves progressive and alternative, and yet we're 
not following in anybody's footsteps. We're doing 
our own style of music and that's what 
progressive really is. Our style of music appeals 
to a lot of people because it' s the music that 
speaks, not the style." 
Johnnies Heritage is more than a progressive 
band, it is group of friends who were brought 
together by their common musical interests and 
aspirations. 
Jon Pineda, lead singer of johnnies Heritage, 
reflected on the band's chance formation, "I lived 
down at the bottom of Ikenberry in C-seclion and 
Tim [Salamy] lived above me. I was just lying 
on my bed and I heard this guy playing drums. 
"At first I was kind of mad because I really 
wanted to go to sleep. But this guy playing drums 
was pretty good. So I went upstairs and I then 
brought over my guitar and we started playing." 
Rob Butler, one of Tim's neighbors at the time, 
also got out his guitar and Tim's roommate, Brian 
Belforte, joined the group as a percussionist 
Since none of Tim's neighbors were bassists, 
the band placed a classified in The Breeze — 
"Bassist Wanted. Must be cool." Daniel 
Robinson, veteran bassist of numerous bands, was 
the ad's sole respondent 
"I fooled them into thinking I was cool," 
Robinson said. 
Pineda continued, "I think we got the best bass 
player by far." 
The band's first show was on campus, playing 
in a Chi Phi show that benefited the Muscular 
HERITAGE page 22 
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Johnnies Heritage member* (left to right) Rob Butler, Brian Belforte, John Pineda, Daniel Robinson and Tim Salamy jam on the commons last 
semester. 
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Oompa Loompa Mania: Students flock to movie V. 
BfOokieDavte 
stqffwriter 
The sounds of the Oompa Loompas' puzzle song drifted 
through campus Thursday night after the two showings of 
"Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory." 
The 1971 film, sponsored by the University Program 
Board, was shown in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 and 9:30 
p.m. 
Charles Heuber, film chairman of the UPB, said the 
movie provides a good evening of entertainment and a 
chance to escape the stress of the semester. "Students go 
there to have a good time." 
Heuber said the response to the movie has been 
"fabulous," selling out shows for the past two years. 
Based on a children's book written by Roald Dahl, the 
movie "Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory" was 
originally released in 1971. 
Students had several reasons for going to see this 
childhood memory. 
"I come every year because I grew up with the movie and 
I love it," sophomore Julie Laske said. 
Sophomore Gary Jenkins said he went "because I 
remember seeing it when I was younger and I liked it then 
and I wanted to see it again." 
Sophomore Bobby Gentry said, "It is just one of my 
favorite movies so I thought I'd come back and see it." 
For others the reasons went beyond the childhood aspect. 
"Gene Wilder is my favorite actor," said Joe Dractta, a 
sophomore. 
Along with two friends, junior Trina Arigo went "for a 
sister activity with my sorority." 
Freshman Julie Bailey said, "It's my favorite movie and I 
love chocolate." 
Each fan found certain scenes in the film that were 
particularly memorable. 
Sophomore Crystal Wormell enjoyed "the gross part 
where [Charlie] starts burping with the bubbles." 
Draetta said, "My favorite part is when the girl turns into 
a blueberry." 
For Laske and freshman Nicole Colcman, the Oompa 
Loompas are their favorites. And from all the singing 
along one could tell that the Oompa Loompas' puzzle song 
was a favorite among the entire audience. 
But the fans didn't stop there. Some caught "Willy 
Wonka" mania. 
"I've seen it about 20 times," Wormell said. 
And freshman Katie Indelicate could even quote her 
favorite line in the movie. "There really is such a thing as 
a Snosberry. If you believe it, you'll know because we are 
the music makers and we are the dreamers of dreams." 
Although each of the several students that Tiled in the 
theater came for a different reason, they all left feeling the 
magic of the Willy Wonka Chocolate Factory. 
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Thinking of Moving Off Campus? 
Unsure of What To Do Next? 
LET US GIVE YOU 
SOME FREE ADVICE! 
COME TO OUR 
LEASE WORKSHOP 
TIPS ON: 
HOW TO LOOK FOR HOUSING 
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A LEASE 
MAINTAINING GOOD LANDLORD-TENANT RELATIONS 
LIVING ON YOUR OWN 
AND MUCH MORE! 
JANUARY 22  8:00PM WEAVER HALL 
JANUARY 28  8:00PM WAY LAND HAU. 
JANUARY 29 8.-00PM GWFORD HALL 
FEBRUARY 3 8.00PM BELL HALL 
FEBRUARYS 8.tiOPM HUFFMANHALL 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE CENTER FOR OFF CAMPUS LIVING 






 •Full Size Washer & Dryer 
•Clubhouse ♦Fully Equipped Kitchen ♦1,2 & 3 Bedroom 
Townhouses and Garden 
Apartments 
A DEVON 1^ 
•Wali-to-Wall Carpet 
•Small Pets Allowed 
Equal Ojipwtunity HiiusTng 434-2220 
Early Bird Special 
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Behind RJ't Garden Deli 
Walking Distance From JMUl 
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Dystrophy Association. But the band needed a name 
for promotional posters. 
With four of the five band members hailing from 
the Village, one would think "The Village People" to 
be an obvious choice, but that name was taken. 
The band members considered the title "Big Fat 
Natalie," but later rejected it for fear of offending 
JMU's Natalie population. The band obviously settled 
on johnnies Heritage. 
Pineda explained the name choice, "Johnnie is an 
all-American name and Heritage came off a surf 
poster." 
The newly named band not only helped a worthy 
cause but gained valuable exposure. Resulting shows 
included Sigma Pi, Lambda Chi and Valentino's. 
Robinson remarked, "I think we're expanding our 
audience. 1 see a lot of new faces. By playing at a 
place like Valentino's we are able to reach a crowd 
that doesn't necessarily want to see us at the Row." 
Johnnies Heritage continues to play on JMU's 
Greek Row, but the bands notoriety has taken them 
to the University of Virginia, Virginia Tech and 
William and Mary. 
Many of these shows came as a result of mailed out 
demo tapes. Washington radio stations DC101 and 
WHFS, 99.1 FM, have played several tracks on the 
air. The band has lined up some studio dales over 
spring break to polish some old material and record 
some new tunes. 
Belforte said, "Our goal is to establish our sound 
and get a good recording over spring break, just to be 
able to let as many people have a chance to hear us 
and to be able to provide them with that chance." 
Robinson disagrees, "I think our ultimate goal is to 
become Roanoke's favorite band. Roanoke is a 
seething — almost violent — musical scene." 
Though the band may lack agreement on its 
aspirations, all the members agree on the band's need 
for musical progression. 
Pineda explained, "We are now moving away from 
the tried and true predictable covers. We have cut 
about 20 songs and have totally expanded our 
repertoire." 
The band's current covers are by such acts as the 
Rave Ups, Ocean Blue, Stone Roses, Echo and the 
Bunnymen, Dream So Real and the Church. 
Robinson elaborated, "At this point I think our 
style is very eclectic. I like to think that people who 
like any kind of music can come and hear us, and 





• "Double Edge: Photographs 
by Betty Lee," black and 
white photography, New 
Image Gallery, Zirkle House. 
"Selections from the Sawhill 
Gallery," selections from the 
late Dr.Sawhill's collection, 
Sawhill Gallery. 
"Artwork by Molly McDow," 
photography and weavings by 
a JMU undergraduate student, 
The Other Gallery, Zirkle 
House. 
• "Artwork by Molly Gaston and 
Sean Murphy," paintings and 
prints by two undergraduate 




Percussion Faculty Recital, 
8 p.m., Wilson Hall. 
Theater 
January 31- February 3 
• Hidden Landings, Thursday- 
Saturday, 8 p.m., Sunday, 
2 p.m., $3, Theatre II. 
Compiled by 
Amy Wan 
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as if... spacious 4'bedroom 
apartments - furnished or 
unfurnished, 2 full hulls, full-size 
washer and dryer, storage 
space on your patio, 2 basketball 
courts, and easy access to 
ampus, shopping and restaurants 
weren't enough.,. 
now we introduce Pat 
Newman, our new Manager, 
and Ron Drum, our new 
Maintenance Supervisor... and 
they can introduce you to even more 
great reasons. 
Come visit them today. 
Find out why so many of your 
friends love living at... 
1235-F Devon Lane 
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Monday, January 21    until 
NOON   on   Monday, January 28 
Deadlines for turning in sign-up forms will be: 
12 noon on MONDAY, JANUARY 21 
in the Game Room 
INfOPktATIONAl   MEETING 
Uundmy.   January   Z« at   S«*    «• «*•    <•*»• doom. 
FUH  Round  tournament   play   begins   following   the 
meeting 
Tournament champions •»* advance to the Regional Tournament   at   the 
University ot Kentucky at Lexington on March   1-3. 






Patriot missiles rained all around the Dukes 
Saturday night, but they were able to escape with a 
48-42 win that increased their winning streak to 13 
and their conference record to 5-0. 
The George Mason Patriots (11-7) gave JMU a run 
for its money with an outstanding defense that held 
the Dukes, who lead the CAA in scoring, to about 30 
points under their average. 
Both teams got off to a sluggish start offensively, 
and George Mason stuck close to the Dukes, trailing 
by only four points at the half. Paula Schuler sank a 
three-pointer to give the Dukes a 27-22 lead with 
STREAK page 24 
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JMU womens' swimming coach Judy Wolfe 
joined her swimmers in the Savage Natatorium 
pool Saturday but not by choice. 
The elated lady Dukes tossed their coach into the 
water after trouncing Shippensburg State 158-129. 
"I kind of expected it," Wolfe said. "Every time 
we win they throw me in." 
WOMEN page 26 
JMU wins 6th straight, 
whips Patriots by 19 
Greg Abel 
CHWS IWBA/THE BREEZE 
Troy Bostic and John Fedor grab a rebound. 
assistant sports editor 
As the game clock trickled down 
Saturday with the JMU men's 
basketball team leading by 20, the 
Convocation Center crowd of 7,500 
gave George Mason a less than subtle 
hint to help them on their way, 
chanting, "81 North!, 66 East!" — 
simple directions for a return to 
Fairfax. 
JMU fans relished in the opportunity 
to gloat for good reason. Most of the 
Dukes other conference wins have been 
of the last second, cross your fingers 
and hold your breath variety. But 
Saturday as JMU blew out the Patriots 
86-67, the only moments of anxiety 
occurred in the final minutes when 
5-foot-7 walk-on guard Charming 
McGuffin attempted a shot. Althogh 
he missed on three opportunities, that 
was one of very few things that went 
wrong for JMU against the Patriots. 
With the win, JMU's sixth straight, 
the Dukes moved to 6-0 in the 
Colonial Athletic Association and 11-6 
overall. George Mason fell to 7-12, 
4-3. 
George Mason was able to keep the 
game close until about midway 
through the first half. After a Steve 
Arthur eight foot jumper cut JMU's 
lead to 17-16 with 7:40 to play, the 
Dukes went on a 19-6 run to close out 
the half. The run was culminated by a 
buzzer-beating Steve Hood 
three-pointer that gave JMU a 36-22 
halftime advantage that GMU was 
never able to recover from. 
"In my mind we just didn't 
compete," GMU head coach Ernie 
Nestor said. "Obviously when you 
shoot 37.9 percent and you take a large 
number of shots from in the lane, the 
opponent has whipped you — whipped 
you down in the paint where the game 
is played." 
JMU was able to control the 
frontcourt against the Patriots, 
outrebounding them 46-35 and 
controlling the offensive glass as well, 
19-13. 
"Lane play in basketball has the 
same significance as line play does in 
football," Nestor said. "If you get 
whipped at the line of scrimmage, you 
lose the football game, you get 
whipped in the paint, you're going to 
lose the basketball game unless you've 
got tremendous shooters and we don't 
have that," Nestor said. 
George Mason's top guns on offense, 
6-foot-7 center Robert Dykes, 
6-foot-10-inch forward Byron Tucker 
and 5-foot-10-inch guard Mike Hargett 
were held to a total of only 14 first 
half points — the same total that Hood 
was able to pump in during that half. 
"I thought our defense was excellent, 
particularly in the first half," said JMU 
BLOWOUT page 24 
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Blowout  
CONTINUED from page 23 
head coach Lefty Driesell. "I thought 
we ran our offense well, we rebounded 
well and our bench played well." 
The Dukes were able to dictate the 
pace on offense and took few bad 
shots. Backcourt mates Steve Hood and 
Fess Irvin accounted for more than half 
of JMU's points as the seniors dropped 
in 25 and 20 points, respectively. 
Irvin's 20-point effort came while the 
point guard was battling a stomach flu. 
Irvin said he had been having trouble 
keeping food down and was unsure 
whether or not he would play up until 
close to game time. Irvin stuck it out, 
however, and aimed in one of his best 
games of the year. He connected on 10 
of 13 shots from the field and 
committed only one turnover in 33 
minutes of gutsy play. 
"I was having stomach pains while I 
was playing," Irvin said, "but I knew 
the team needed me to play, so I just 
played." 
Included in Irvin's 20 points was a 
stretch eight minutes into the second 
half when he scored six straight points 
for the Dukes. The last of the six, a 
15-foot baseline jumper off a pass 
from Hood, put JMU ahead 71-47 and 
the game essentially was over. 
Dykes single-handedly tried to get 
his team back in the game in the 
second half. He had four points during 
an early stretch in the half when the 
Patriots cut the JMU lead to nine, and 
he Finished the game with game-high 
totals of 13 rebounds and 26 points. 
He was followed in scoring on his 
team by Hargett with 12 and Tucker 
with seven. 
"The first half it was offensive, we 
didn't score offensively," Nestor said. 
"[In the] second half we didn't play 
good defense." 
With 7:02 left in the game and JMU 
securely ahead 75-51, Irvin left the 
game and took a rest. Although he was 
taken out for three minutes against 
Navy, Irvin had played every minute of 
the preceding two games. A few 
minutes later when Hood, who had 
been running the point with Jon Fedor 
at the two guard, also sat down, it 
marked the first time in four games 
that Hood has sat down. 
Since senior guard Kenny Brooks 
went down with a sprained right ankle 
Jan. 14 at UNC-Wilmington, Driesell 
has used Irvin and Hood exclusively in 
the backcourt. He downplays the 
significance of the two's extended 
playing time. 
"Most guys don't like to come out," 
Driesell said. "[Irvin and Hood] know 
they got nobody pushing behind them, 
they know they're going to play the 
whole game." 
Saturday's game also marked the 
second game in a row that Driesell did 
not start junior forward Chancellor 
Nichols. Nichols, who had only three 
points against American in eight 
minutes of play, got in 24 minutes 
against the Patriots and was able to 
score 13 points and grab eight 
rebounds. 
Nichols also picked up four fouls, 
however, and continues to lead the 
team in that category. He continued his 
sketchy shooting at the line as well 
connecting on three of seven attempts, 
holding his season percentage at 40 
percent (21 for 52). 
"I thought he played better," Driesell 
said. "Chancellor's got ability, he just 
needs to corral it, learn our system, 
learn what I want of him. He still got 
some foolish fouls, he still missed too 
many free throws." 
Streak. 
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JMU's Jeff Chambers puts up a shot over the Patriot's Byron Tucker. 
Chambers finished with six points in the Dukes' 19-point rout. 
CONTINUED frontpage 23 
about two minutes left in the first half. GMU's Laura 
Teter made the top half of a two-shot foul 
opportunity with a minute left in the half to bring the 
Patriots within four at 27-23 at the buzzer. 
Captain Vicki Harris took an elbow in her eye in 
the early minutes of the game, which took her out of 
her game for the rest of the nighL 
"Vicki got her bell rung right there at the beginning 
of the game," JMU head coach Shelia Moorman said, 
"and that kind of hurt us, both in the matter that we 
didn't have her on the court and also the way it 
affected her level of play." 
The Patriots showed the Dukes a more physical 
level of play man they were used to and that also 
seemed to throw them off their game. 
"We have to learn to play physical," co-captain 
Paula Schuler said. "A lot of teams, when they play 
physical, we kind of back off. We need to learn to 
fight back and play our best." 
While Moorman may have been "mad at Paula 
because we have to beg her to shoot," this game will 
be one Schuler will always remember. About midway 
through the second half Schuler canned a trey that 
brought her over the 1,000-point mark for her career. 
She finished the game with 18 points, six of them 
coming from three-point shots.   - 
"I was really excited (about scoring 1,000) because 
a lot of my friends happened to know how many I 
needed so they've kind of been on me," Schuler said. 
"I'm just glad to get it behind me and go on with the 
season." 
The Dukes lacked cohesion throughout the entire 
game, a fact which showed up on the stat sheet. JMU 
had no assists in the first half, a first for a Moorman 
coached team. 
"I don't think I've ever had a team with zero assists 
in a half," Moorman said. "We just didn't function as 
a unit. You could see signs of it at American, signs 
of it at Tech. Tonight it was full blown. It's no one 
person's fault. It's a group thing." 
Moorman plans to rest her team this week to 
prepare for Thursday's game against VCU. After such 
a long streak, the Dukes are naturally fatigued, a fact 
that Moorman attributes their poor play to Saturday 
night. 
JMU allowed GMU to tie the game up at the 14 
minute mark in the second half. The Patriots grabbed 
a rebound after Teter missed the second half of a two 
shot foul opportunity and 5-foot-9-inch guard 
Antoinette Battle banged in a three pointer to tie the 
game at 32 all. 
The Dukes began to get a little nervous, and 6-foot 
junior forward Elnora Jones picked up three quick 
fouls in about a minute. Around the five minute mark 
George Mason was down by six and GMU nead coach 
Jim Lewis felt that "at that point the game was up for 
grabs." 
"JMU came down and turned the ball over on 
maybe three or four possessions," Lewis said. "But 
we came down and either got fouled and missed our 
free throws or missed the shot." 
The Patriots missed three free throw opportunities 
in the final five minutes, and JMU went five minutes 
before scoring with a little under two minutes left in 
the half, when Schuler sank a baseline jumper to 
*bring the score to 44-36. GMU continued to play 
strong until the end of the game, but JMU held off 
their last minute efforts and pulled out the win. 
"I'm happy to play that poorly and win," Moorman 
said. "[But] I hope most of the people out there had 
their ticket stubs from the men's game and got in free 
because they were the only ones who got their 
money's worth." 
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Globetrotters bring long tradition to Convo 
Rot? Kaiser  
stqjjwnter 
Their gags and gimmicks may be the 
only things that have been around 
longer than their winning streak. The 
Harlem Globetrotters brought both — 
the schemes and the 20-year winning 
streak — to the JMU Convocation 
Center Friday night 
"Beating the Globetrotters is like 
shooting Santa Claus," said Curley 
"Boo" Johnson, who has been on the 
squad for three years and is billed as 
"the world's best dribbler." 
Santa appeared to be at gunpoint in 
the second 10-minute quarter as the 
Globetrotters' hapless opponents, the 
Washington Generals, ran up a 38-29 
lead. A few people, who apparently 
never had childhoods, ridicule the talent 
of a squad that could be behind the 
Generals, who ironically have the same 
number of games losing streak, as the 
Globetrotters do winning. 
"The people that say that [there's no 
talent] really don't know the history of 
the Globetrotters, what we stand for," 
Johnson said. 
Abe Saperstein organized the first 
team in 1926 and named them The 
Savoy Big Five, changing it to the 
Harlem Globetrotters when they started 
to tour. 
"He was showcasing black basketball 
players because blacks were not 
allowed to play in professional 
leagues," said Johnson. "At one time 
the Globetrotters had the best black 
basketball players in the world. 
"If it was that way today, Michael 
Jordan, Magic Johnson and Isiah 
Thomas would be playing for the 
Globe trotters." 
Johnson doesn't compare the talent 
on the Globetrotters to that in the 
NBA. He simply said, "We are the best 
at what we do." 
At the end of the third quarter, 
though, the Globetrotters had only 
evened the Generals at 68, but the gags 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
A Globetrotter hams It up in front of the Convo crowd Friday night. The Globetrotters, riding a 20-year 
win streak, pulled the game out in the fourth quarter to win 90S3 over the Washington Generals. 
and gimmicks were running wild. 
Michael "Memphis" Douglas tried to 
get two shots from each of the referees 
after a foul ("Two plus two equals 
four," he said). The Globetrotters 
emptied a woman's purse at midcourt, 
revealing the owner's nasal problems 
to the crowd. Johnson had a glass of 
water thrown into his face, the referee 
was doused with a bucket of water and 
part of the crowd had a bucket of 
lorn-up paper tossed onto them. 
The only disappointment was the 
absence of the Clowned Prince, James 
"Twiggy" Sanders, who was out with a 
knee injury. 
"To keep Twiggy playing it's 
necessary to send Twiggy home to get 
some knee work," Coach Russell 
Ellington said. "After 17 years of 
playing in those games, Twiggy's legs 
are not what they used to be." 
Douglas took over the Clowned 
Prince position. 
In the middle of the game he asked a 
woman, "Do you want to take my 
picture real quick lady?" After stealing 
the purse, he spotted some police in 
the crowd and said, "I don't want to 
spend the night in your hotel." Later, a 
Washington player fouled Douglas, 
sending him to the floor. The General 
was promptly charged with "attempted 
murder." 
Ellington is responsible for coming 
up with new schemes for Douglas and 
the rest of the team, which requires a 
lot of originality after being with the 
team for 21 years. 
"It's a lot of work first of all, and 
then it's a lot of fun," he said. "Being 
in different hotel rooms every night, 
you forget what room you're in. But 
it's great fun." 
Ellington had fun at JMU as the 
Globetrotters pulled ahead in the fourth 
quarter, taking the contest 90-83, and 
allowing Santa to live another day. 
GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY 
1596 South Main Sheet (Mick or Mack Complex) 
Our Family Is Happy To Provide The Best Coin Laundry Possible. 
Modem — Clean — Lowest Prices - Best Value 
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE! 
38 washers • 22 new. modern American 
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows 
time and temperature • Accepts dimes and 
quarters • Controlled atmosphere for year round 
comfort • Cable TV • Lounge and snack area • 
Restroom • Coin Changer • Plenty of folding 
area • Soap vending machine • Plenty of hot 
water • Attendant on duty 
Maytag Double-Loader $1.00 
nvenient Hours: Trtpto-Loader $1.25 






We all make them. 
Call The Breeze 
at x6127 
for a correction. 
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other teams. 
"It will be a good meet if we don't take it too 
lightly," Wolfe said. 
The competition was dominated by the host Dukes, 
who upped their record to 4-4 and placed first in more 
than half of the 16 events. 
Numerous new pool records were set by the Dukes. 
Lottie Swanson set a new 200-meter individual 
medley record at 2:10.92, Heather Stewart posted 
260.475 points in 1-meter diving, and Cindy Walker 
toppled the 100-meter freestyle and 200-meter 
butterfly records with a 53.97 and a 2:08.32, 
respectively. 
"They swam really well today," Wolfe said. "I was 
surprised. They just get very nervous at this time of 
year with the conference finals only two weeks 
away." 
Other top performers include  the  first-place 
200-meter medley team consisting of Swanson, 
Walker, Michelle Stefan, and Genny Hoskins 
(1:51.89), Erin McDonnel, who received first place in 
the 1,000-meter freestyle and 200-meter backstroke, 
and Marcy Lipp, who acquired a first-place 5:16.66 in 
the 500-meter freestyle. 
Among the many second-place finishes were Lipp 
(200-meter freestyle, 200 individual medley), Hoskins 
(100-meter breaststroke), Mary Sink (1-meter diving), 
JoJo Rogers (50-meter freestyle), and Julie Shea 
(200-meter breaststroke). 
Eight JMU swimmers placed third. 
Despite the lopsided finish, there were several close 
races, such as when Shea edged Shippensburg's 
Stephanie Layman by nine- hundredths of a second to 
earn second-place honors in the 200 breaststroke. The 
competition would have been more in favor of JMU 
if the decision was not made to nullify the Dukes' 
point totals in the last three events. 
Wolfe entered the day hoping for the best but was 
caught off-guard by the decisiveness of the win. 
"I did not think we were going to be as far ahead as 
we were," she said. "I told them to get their heads in 
it during warm-ups. We had to get our heads in it or 
we would lose." 
The Dukes' losses this season have been to 
American, Drexel, Saint Bonaventure and Navy — all 
on the road. Home wins against East Carolina, Old 
Dominion, Richmond and Shippensburg have given 
the team anticipation for a good showing in the 
Colonial Athletic Conference Championships to be 
held in Wilmington, N.C., Feb. 6 through 9. 
"It should be a three or four way battle for first in 
the championships," Wolfe said. 
Navy, American, William and Mary, and JMU are 
all expected to be in contention for the title, according 
to Wolfe. W&M, though not as good as some of the 
other teams, should "take some places away" from the 
Why's a nice person like you 
parking in a place like this? 
An improperly parked car may deprive a handicapped person from using the sidewalk or cause 
them to make a long detour. It could even cause them to have an accident. 
So, next toe please      Think Before YoU Park! 
\ 
I TUTORS NEEDED I FOR 
ROCKINGHAM 
CO. SCHOOLS 1 $4.90/HOUR 1 10 -15 HOURS/WEEK 
K Student Assistants are needed to tutor elementary 
and secondary students in the Rockingham Co. 
School District. 1 Applicants must be Virginia residents, have a 2.0 GPA, and have existing financial need as established through a 1990-1991 Financial Aid Form. Degree-seeking students of any major may apply. 
f 




SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
STEAMBOAT 
FORTLAUDERDALE 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
CORPUS CHRIST!/ 
MUSTANG ISLAND 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
[CALL TODAY! \ jz DoAir h/Af/r. 
e!T*\ TO B£ STUCKIN\ 
DON'T WAIT 'TIL ITS TOO LATE 
CALL TOLL FREE TODAY 
1-60O321-5911 
s 
*Depending on break dates and length of stay. 
Ailing men's swim team 
loses to Shippensburg 
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Edrtfrfrpy 
stqffwriter 
The flu helped to defeat the JMU 
men's swimming team in a dual meet 
against Shippensburg State Saturday. 
The ailing Dukes came up on the 
short end of a 134-103 loss to the Red 
Raiders, dropping their record to 9-3. 
The loss was partly because of the 
strong Shippensburg team, but also 
because several of JMU's key 
swimmers were out with the flu or 
related sicknesses. Matt Porter, Erik 
Doetsch, Jim Curtis, Chris Jones. 
Brian Reynolds and Scott Rogers were 
hampered by their health. 
"I don't want to take anything away 
from Shippensburg," JMU head coach 
Charlie Arnold said. "They had a very 
fine team, but, not to be making 
excuses, we just had some of our guys 
sick today. That really hurts 
performances. 
"It's hard to overcome something like 
that if you don't have the depth," 
Arnold said. "If you don't have depth, 
you're not going to overcome it" 
The Dukes were only able to collect 
two first-place finishes on the day, 
both by David Caldwell who posted a 
21.69 in the 50-meter freestyle and a 
48.S6 in the 100-meter freestyle. 
Second-place finishes were not as few 
and far-between, with Matthew 
Stansbury finishing second in the 
200-meter freestyle, David Tyler 
(200-meter butterfly), Jeremy Davey 
(200-meter backstroke), and the 
400-meter freestyle relay team 
consisting of Tyler, Curtis, Steve Ball 
and Karl Palmgren. 
The Dukes' diving team impressed 
Arnold, though Shippensburg did not 
compete in either diving event. 
"It's tough for them to dive their best 
without any competition, but they did 
well," he said. 
Arnold sees some improvement in 
the team despite Saturday's lackluster 
showing. 
"Some of our guys who weren't 
doing well are starting to come along," 
he said. 
According to Arnold, Steve Ball 
posted his best time this season in the 
500-meter freestyle and Chris 
Bacchuber swam well in the backstroke 
and freestyle events. The Dukes' 
400-meter freestyle teams both had 
good times, which Arnold cited as 
"encouraging." 
MATT SCHWABa/THE BREEZE 
JMU's Mike Lynch took third in the 200-meter breaststroke 
Saturday in the Dukes' loss to Shippensburg State. 




If you're looking for a 
splendid student rental 
community with an array 
of luxurious ammenities, 
Your HUNT is over! 
Hunters Ridge Management 
715 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Hours: 10-5 Mon-Fri 
For additional information 
Compare these Features: 
• Harrisonburg bus service to and from campus 
• Easy walking distance to campus 
• On-Site Property Management 
• Furnished and Unfurnished Units 
• Completely Equipped Kitchen including: 
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator 
with Ice Maker, Garbage Disposal, and Range 
• Sand VoUeyball and BasketfraU Courts 
• Custom Blinds at all windows 
• Washer/Dryer in each unit 
• Private Decks or Patios        ^oo fi 
• On-Site Security Service ^£-^%> 
• Plush Carpeting 
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#££0 FINANCIAL AID?? 
NOW is the Time to Apply for Financial Aid for 1991-92 
Students seeking assistance and/or College Work Study Employment should obtain a Financial Aid Form 
NOW from the Financial Aid Office in Hoffman Hall. 
DEADLINE: MARCH 19,1991 
FAFs should be mailed to Princeton, N.J. NO LATER than the second week of February. 
To All Guaranteed Student Loan Applicants; 
If you will be applying for a Guaranteed Student Loan at any time during the 1991-92 academic year, federal 
regulations require you to file a Financial Aid Form with the College Scholarship Service-in Princeton, N.J. 
Recycling 
Fact: 
In 1979 there 
were 18,500 
landfills. Today, 
there are 6,500 
— most of 
which will be 
filled up and 
closed by 1995. 
0 




recycling all of 
its office paper as 
well as used 
newspapers.   .. 
Recycling is the 





pages for the 
nearest recycling 
agency. 
7  r"vi^r\   \ **» 
We're slamming over the competition! 
FREE CABLE • 5 hook ups (each bedroom/living room) 
—With 4 signed leases per unit by March 1,1991— 
Includes HBO, Home Team Sports, MTV, VH1, CNN, C-SPAN, ESPN, Major Networks, etc. 
With 48 NEW 
fully furnished units, 
The Commons, phase II 
is giving us the edge 
over the competition! 
All units at The Commons 
include four bedrooms, two 





and garbage disposal! 
The Commons 
Apartment Phase II 
are now 
renting...FASr/ 
Call The Commonsjat 
432-0600    l 
and get off campus 
this fall! 
19/82/1 
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS 
Roney sets another JMU record 
Jerry Roney led the men's track team with a 
JMU record in the 200-meter dash as the Dukes 
competed in the US Air Invitational in Johnson 
City, Tenn. 
Roney finished ninth in a time of 21.83 during 
his record run. He also placed fifth in the 55-meter 
hurdles (7.25 seconds), and advanced to the 
semifinals in the 55-meter dash with a personal 
best time of 6.35. 
Kelly Hawkins and Marcel Davis both finished 
with times of 6.40 in the 55-meter dash. Their 
times were good enough to tie for sixth place on 
the JMU all-time list 
Hawkins also turned in a time of 22.02 in the 
'200-meter dash, which moved him to second on 
the JMU all-time list. Davis' 22.12 put him in 
third. 
In addition, Paul Moye finished with a 1:55.60 
in the 800 meter, placing him third in the JMU 
record books. Jim Cheatham finished with a 
1:56.20 in the same event 
Women's basketball team posts 











totals 82-22 .788 
The JMU women's basketball team, in the 
midst of its 13 game win-streak has posted a 7-1 
home mark in the friendly confines of the 
Convo. 
The Dukes had six home losses last season — 
the most defeats for the Dukes since they year 
JMU first played in the Convocation Center. 
JMU was 3-7 at home in 1982-83. 
The Last season the Dukes had a 39-game  . 
home winning streak ended with a December 9 
loss to nationally ranked Virginia 
STATOFTrHEDW 
i i 
Although the JMU women's basketball team 
struggled a bit in getting by George Mason, 48-42 
Saturday night, they have put up some very 
impressive numbers on the way to their 15-2 
record. Before Saturday's game, they were among 
national leaders in four statistical categories: 
• Fifth in the nation in team defense (55.8 points 
per game allowed). 
• Tenth in the nation in scoring margin (18.3). 
• Eleventh in the nation in 3-point field goal 
percentage (42.6 percent). 
• At 15-2, the team has one of the top-ten winning 
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JMUResute 
JMU combined bout records: 
James Madison"^) 
Coles 2-6 2-2 6, Chambers 3-9 
0-0 6. Brown 3-7 0-0 6, Irvin 
10-13 0-1 20, Hood 9-17 5-7 25, 
McGuffin 0-3 0-0 0, Dorsey 0-0 
0-0 O.Nichols 5-12 3-7 13, 
Bostic 1-3 0-0 2. Fedor 2-2 2-2 6, 
Ritter 1-1 0-1 2. Totals 36-50 
—S6. 
George Mason (67) 
Tucker 3-111-27. Johnson 2-8 
2-2 6, Dykes 9-13 8-8 26, Perkins 
1-4 0-02, Hargea 4-11 2-2 12, 
Taylor 0-2 2-2 2, Jackson 1 -2 0-0 
2, Madden 0-4 0-0 0, Moran 2-3 
0-4 4. Arthur 2-7 0-0 4, Abrams 
0-0 0-0 0. Herkelmaim 1-10-02. 
Totals 22^45—67. 
Halftime - JMU 36. George Mason 
22. Three point goals - JMU 2-5 
(Hood 2-4, McGuffin 0-1); George 
Mason 2-14 (Hargett 2-6, Arthur 
0-3. Moran 0-1. Taylor 0-1, 
Perkins 0-1, Dykes 0-1, Johnson 
0-1. Tucker 0-1). Fouled out - 
None. Rebounds - JMU 46 (Hood 
9); George Mason 35 (Dykes 13). 
Assists-JMU 12 (Hood 4); 
George Mason 9 (Perkins 3). 





Maryland 46, JMU 6 
January 25,1991 
118— Dan Mclntyre (M) won by 
forfeit 
126— Jeff Miller (JMU) defeated 
Mark Eckenrode, default 
134— Jason Shea (M) pinned 
Brian Conly, 3:58. 
142—Tom Miller (M) defeated 
Kevin Oast, 1-0. 
150— Jarrett Johnson (M) pinned 
Sean McKenzie, 2:28. 
158— Matt Caro (M) defeated 
Townley Hendrick, 5-3. 
167— Ron Lewis (M) defeated 
Frankie Stanek, 10-2. 
177— Mike Caro (M) pinned 
Jason Bottiglieri, 1:37. 
190— Kevin Brown (M) pinned 
Jeroyd Greene, 4.-03. 
HWT—Bill Ferencz (M) won by 
forfeit 
Records: JMU 1-5; Maryland 6-5. 
FENCING 
JMU 14. Hollins 2 
JMU 11, Johns Hopkins 5 
January 26,1991 
Elaine Schoka 6-1 
Kristin Kidd 7-0 
Donna Cohen 3-2 
Lynn Mulhem 6-0 
Stephanie Kiefer 3-2 
AlexYi 0-2 
JMU record: 5-1 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING & DIVING 
JMU 158. Shippensburg 129 
January 26.1991 
200 medley relay— JMU (Stefan, 
Hoskins, Swanson, Walker) 
1:51.89. 
1.000 freestyle— McDonnell 
(JMU) 10:41.85. 
200 freestyle— Kepler (S) 
1:57.27. 
100 backstroke— Stefan (JMU) 
1:01.85. 
100 breaststroke— Swanson 
(JMU) 1:09.49. 
200 butterfly— Walker (JMU) 
2:08.32. 
50 freestyle— Kepler (S) 25.22. 
One-meter diving— Stewarst 
(JMU) 260.475; school 
record—old 256.65 by Stewart). 
100 freestyle— Walker (JMU) 
53.97. 
200 backstroke— McDonnell 
(JMU) 2:14.42. 
200 breaststroke— Hoskins 
(JMU) 2:33.42. 
500 freestyle— Lipp (JMU) 
5:16.66 
100 butterfly— Swanson (JMU) 
58.65. 
Three-meter diving— Sink (JMU) 
239.175, exhibition. 
200 individual medley— Swanson 
(JMU) 2:10.92, exhibition. 
200 freestyle relay— JMU 
(Rogers, Fischer, McDonnell, 
Walker), 1.40.96, exhibition. 
JMU record: 4-3. 
WOMEN'S 
TRACK AND HELD 
US Air Invitational 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
January 26.1991 
All places are in section races 
unless otherwise indicated 
5,000 meter run— 4. (overall) 
Stephanie Herbert 18:07.16 
55-metcr hurdles— 3. Davida 
Walker, 8.51. 
55-meter dash— 5. Cathy Beck, 
7.29. 
3,000 meter run— 3. Melissa 
Freda, 10.27; 9. Amy Taylor, 
11:07. 
Mile run— 5. Juli Speights, 
5:01.94. 
Mile relay— 3. Erica Bates, Beck, 
Kim Schlemmer, Kim Williams. 
3:56.59 (qualifies for Eastern 
College Athlectic Conference 
Championships). 
Two-mile relay— 6. Speights, 
Shelby Brown, Jill Ross, Taylor, 
9:37.39. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
JMU   (48) 
Harris 1-7 0-0 2, Schuler 7-11 
2-3 2-2 18,Cruthird 2-6 1-3 5. 
McCracken 1-7 0-2 2-2 4, 
Gilmore 3-6 4-6 10. Hardison 
0-1 1-2 1. Jones 1-4 0-0 2, 
Michealson 2-5 1-2 1-2 6. 
Woodson 0-0 0-0 0 
GMU  [42] 
Teter 2-7 3-6 7. Hilton 2-4 0-0 4. 
Westhersby 1-8 0-1 2. Taneyhill 
0-1 0-0 0, Harrison 5-14 1-2 1-1 
12. Dill 2-4 1-2 5. Battle 4-10 
1-3 1-3 10. Watson 1-3 0-0 2, 
Bruining 0-2 0-0 0 
Halftime JMU 27. GMU 23. 
Three-point goals- JMU 3-7 
(Schuler 2-3. McCracken 0-2, 
Michealson 1-2); GMU 2-5 
(Harrison 1-2, Battle 1-3). 
Fouled out: JMU-Nonc; GMU 
Dill. 
Rebounds: JMU 34 (Cruthird 
7), GMU 36 (Battle 10). 
MEN'S GYMNASTICS 





William and Mary      257.70 
Radford 243.75 
James Madison 228.50 
Cal Poly—Obispo      209.60 
Floor exercise—Dan Krovich, 
W&M 9.70. Top JMU: 3. Mike 
Onuska 9.3. 
Pommel Horse— David Williams, 
W&M 9.55. Top JMU: 4. Onuska 
8.05. 
Still rings— (tie) Krovich, W&M 
and Mike Englert, Pitt 925. Top 
JMU: 6. Tim Bedford, 8.90. 
Vault— Gemaro Sevarin, Pitt 
9.55. Top JMU^8. Bedford. 8.60. 
Parallel bars— Marc Lim, W&M 
8.85. Top JMU: 4. Onsuk 8.35. 
Horizontal bar— Jorge Gonzalez, 
Pitt 9.40. Top JMU: 7. Gerard 
Neber. 7.90. 
All Around— Jorge Gonzalez, Pitt 
55.10. Top JMU: Bedford. 49.75. 
/ 
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2M, 291 Caatpbel St - AvaMMe JUM t, 
1991. Yearly base. Cal 433-6047. 
5,4,3* 1 BR Apt. Avatar* For Fal    Al 
located on S. Main SJ. wlhin 10 minute we* 
to campus. Porsannaly managed by owner. 
Year lease. Cal after 6 pm tor appointment. 
434-3508. 
Hay • Sunaaar - House behind JMs. 
$145/mo. Jeff, 433-3277. 
SSSShhhhh 
It's a quiet apartment community 
PARK APARTMENTS 
- Great accomodations lor 
a quiet study environment 
- Our utility package 
is one of the best. 




Heed A Room? Female,  rent S150Ano. 
furnished. Can 433-1758. 
Female Roommate(s) Wanted To Share 
House - Avaiabla now. UtWies included 
$250/mo. 432-1169alter 5pm. 
Room Available h  Forest HMs -  For 
Non smoking lemale through May 31. Can 
Suzi, 433-3866. 
University Court - 3 BR, 2-1/2    bath 
townhouse with W/D. Available June 1st. 
Bring a group o( 41 $600/mo. Ovner/agent. 
Cal Stela, 434-1876. 
Apt. For Spring Available - $125. Al 
lemato. Cal Brooke, X7495. 
1 Bedroom Apartment 
(Quiet, No Parlies) 
Month to Month Lease 
$315 (Ask About our Winter Specials) 
Outchmill Court (4 Blocks to JMU) 
434-2100 
Exceptional* Fine 5 BR Houses - In nice 
neighborhoods dose to campus lor nexl yea/. 
1 with central air. 234-8317. 
landed - 3 roommates to share 5 BR house. 
Cal Rob. 564-1919. 
To Group Of 8 Females - 212 Central, 2 
kitchens, 2-1/2 baths, laundry. Absolutely no 
pels. $1,500/1110.. no utWies inducted. June 
lease. 433-1044. 
Beautiful Victorian Home - 5 minute walk to 
campus. Can accornodele 15 students. Air 
conditioned. W/D. Year lease. Perfect lacSry 
tor Christian fesowehip organization. 
$200/student. Cal alter 6 pm lor appointment. 
434-3508. 
May/Summer - 4 BR apt "Commons' 9 
months old. Mbrowave. W/D. $150/mo. Cal 
434-1472. 
Is I True.. Jeeps For $44- Through the U.S. 
government? Cal tor facts! (504)649-5745 
exLS-411. 
RitoighTechntum IB Speed Mountain Bfce 
- $300 negotiable. Pete, 432-0661. 
Sharp Compact Disc Player - DX-650. 
Excellent condiion. $100. Pete. 432-0888. 
OP Rowing Machine/Body Toner - Otters 
complete workout. $50. Cal Brian. 433-1711. 
HELP WANTED 
Addressers Wanted mennmlilyl No 
experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at 
home. Cal tot-free (800)385-3281 
Bartending For Beginners! Learn the basics 
of mixology. Traditional a new drinks, frozen 
drinks, shooters & non-alcoholic ones. 
T.I.P.S. training inducted. Must be 21. Cal 
879-2834. 
We Need Sell-Motivated Students - Earn 
up to $10%. Market credit cards on campus. 
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions available. 
Cal now. (800)950-8472 exl. 20. 
Found - Tweetie Bird keys at the Last Safe 
House Party. Call 433-7874. 
Horizon Sure Tan - Is your professional 
tanning center. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 
1106 Reservoir St. 
Typing Done h My Home - Can 432-1975. 
al rtesumis - By local executive. 
$25, $45 tup. 433-3663 
Typing - $1,50/pg. Staunton. You deliver. 48 
hours notice. 885-0340 
Word  Processing - Of student papers, 
reports, resumes. Judy Shaw. 828-2748. 
I - No obligation. You 
decide to continue. No transportation? M 
coma to youl Nolhin ta tossl Cal Bil. 
432-6106. 
Red Shutter Farmhouse Bed t Breakfast 
New Market. February special. 7404261. 
Words, Words, Words - Professional 
resumes, manuscripts, etc laser printed. 
234-8023. 
Horseback Riding Use one - Classes now 
forming dose to campus. Cal Marcy. day 
433-7858; evening 828-3223. 
Do Your Pictures Come Out Fuzzy? Too 
dark? Too light? Want to know mom about 
prBtooraphyf Cal 433-7874 tor Into. 
$PRIN<p BREAK 
A Bahamas Crufee - 6 days only $2791 
Jamaica I Florida 6 days $2991 Daytona $991 
Cal Spring Break Travel (800)636-6786. 
al Spring break in 
Jarrauca/Cancun from $4591 This years 
hottest destinations at low prices! Cal today 
(600)426-7710. 
WANTED 
Female Non-Smoker - To share 2 BR 
townhouse. Close to JMU. 433-9840. 
- Used trumpet for high school 
student. Cal Barbara. X6148. 
PERSONALS 
Daniel - DoM tot the publicity go to your 
gorgeous mug. xoxo Your secret admirers. 
Sweet P - Here's the personal you deserve. 
Thanks for always being there tor me. We 
have to put on our walking shoes. Sweet R. 
Tonya -Ready for a wild weekend in 
Roanoke?  
Scooter, Thanks for just being youl Love. 
Hat  
Brutus - You are doing a great job! I'll never 
lorget Friday night. Love, Roofus. 
C - Thanks for the fairy tale! I love youl xoxo 
Slugger. 
Come meet OXO! 
Informational meetings 
Jan. 29th & 30th, 7 pm, 
Tidewater Room, WCC 
PM Chi Theta Informational Meetings - 
Jan. 29 & 30,7 pm. Tidewater Room. WCC. 
Free Guhar Lessons - Learn by ear. Electric 
& acoustic. Pick up that dusty axe & call Bill, 
432-6108. Will travel! 
Campus Leaders - Join OAK, the national 
leadership honor society. Applications 
available In Alumnae 106. Deadline Jan. 30. 
Andrew Bartholomew - Am you fixed? 
TRAC 
Men's Baikrtbil - Wednesday at 730 pm 
vs,C«DornMon. 
Happy 21st Birthday Kevin- Love Irom your 
second favorite person! 
Look For The Ceded Pen - JMUs newest 
literary magazine 
AT - The day is coming. Get those social 
security numbers. 
SDave - KI have a problem YO you solve 
am The Peanut Galery. 
WMamtMsry. 
■ - Tonight at 730 pm vs. 
DPMA Members - Dr. Bus Awad Irom UVA 
wl be speaking on their Masters IS program 
Tues.. Jan. 29. HX B206.6 pm. 
IX -Supportseveryonewth friends & lamly 
in the Gut 
TOGETHER 
Meeting tonight, 
6 pm, Maury 201 
■Who will be left 
to stand up for you?" 
Help end racism! 
New Sisters Of AXOl You're 
I Love, Your Sisters. 
Sexy, Fun Loving Female Looking For The 
Ported mate. Wont you be my Valentine? 
Write to Melissa. P.O. Box 5556. 
873J - Watch out for zooxantheiae attacksl 
TRAC. 
Learn about OX0! 
Informational meetings 
Jan. 29th & 30th, 7 pm, 
Tidewater Room, WCC 
AT - Wishes all the fraternities luck with 
spring Rush. 
SRE Meeting - Wed., Jan. 30 al 5 pm in 
Keezel 303. Come hear speakers discuss 
their recent internship experiences abroad. 
Men's Basketball - Tonight at 7:30 pm vs. 
William & Mary. 
Wood and Joel — hey guys, you wanted a 
personal...well here i is! Have a great day, 
we tove you. your friends at the Breeze. 
Let's Talk Pig! 
Senior Pig Roast! 
Help needed to organize & run! 
Come to UCO Junior Class 
Meeting at 7 pm tonight int he 
AJIeghany Room in WCC. 
Hlep Tran, good luck this week. Achieve what 
I ehdn-l last year. You deserve 1. Word to your 
mother. 
Hicole and Mona - Welcome to Hoffman. 
Love. Mnh, Bil and Tom. 
Kathy - You make a beautlu! photograph. I 
thrive off your smile! Love. Dave. 
Ginger t James — Where are you? Stay 
cool, stay fun. stay sane and be happy. Your 
friend to the END. Dave. 
Ekkktaje - Thanks for Ihafcrttes, the movies 
and the tour of parkin) tot J. Love the 
barretieads. 
Sigma Tau Doss - The Engash honor 
society, ii accepting applications for new 
members until Feb. 15. Cal Carolyn, 
,4334914 for detaiB. 
Interested In Being A IKE Urtte Sister? 
Cal Mary Louise. 433-6854. Rush starts 
today. 
Kick Oft The New Year- With a free karate 
lesson at the JMU Martial Arts Club. Open to 
al ranks & styles. Stop by Monday or 
Wednesday. 7 to 9 pm ki the Wrestling Room 
at Godwin Hall or call 434-8824. 
Let's Talk Pig! 
Senior Pig Roast! 
Help needed to organize & run! 
Come to UCO Junior Class 
Meeting at 7 pm tonight int he 
Alleghany Room in WCC. 
Man's Baaketbal - Tonight at 730 pm vs. 
WiSam & Mary. 
AXA - Wow! Your super shooters wounded 
us. But...no pain, no gain! Love, Your Super 
Kool Special Invites. 
' - Congratulations sweetie! I 
tove you always! Alison. 
S S S S H H H H H - Sometimes you have to 
have quiet to colled your thoughts. At Park 
Apartments we want to help you to achieve 
thai goal. Ask about our Utility Package. It's 
one of the best. 433-2621. EHO 
AXQ Sister Miches* OeaVe - You did II 
Sharon. 
Men's Basketbal - Wednesday at 730 pm 
vs. Old Dominion. 
TOGETHER" 
meetings will be 
every Monday at 6 pm 
in Maury 201 
Help end racism. 
Join OAK - The national leadership honor 
society. Applications in Alumnae 106. 
Mans Basketbal - Wednesday al 730 pm 
vs. Old Dominion. 
Rachel 1 Lee - Congratulations on your 
engagement! We know youl be very happy. 
Love, Helena & Matt. 
Studying Is Serious Bushesa - Al Park 
Apartments we offer you a good quiet study 
environment. Ask about our Utility Package. 
Irs one of the best. 433-2621. EHO 
Both, Erin, Use - Congratulations youz guyz. 
Da Boyz Next Door. 
A Very Late Thank You To £11, Z*E & 
AEA - For the great tunes 4 great times last 
Saturday. AXQ. ■ 
RECYCLING FACT: For each edition of the Sunday New 
York Times, 63,000 trees are harvested. 
The Breeze is contributing to the recycling effort by recycling all of its office paper as well as used 
newspapers. Recycling is the one way we can all give something back. Consult your local yellow pages 
for the nearest recycling agency. 
11
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Any of these medium pizzas (PAN PERFECT or ORIGINAL CRUST) with three 
toppings and two free drinks i^ 























Located in Cloverleaf 
Shopping Center 
A ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$6.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only 
A THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$7.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only 
Any of these large regular pizzas with three 
toppings and four drinks ^   1v> 
„0*W $9.00 
-C/K- 
MAKE YOUR OWN COMBO!! 
FAST FEAST BUFFET 
NOW PAN PERFECTED! 
Featuring ALL YOU CAN EAT...    . 
24 ITEM SALAD BAR 
Rotini, Spaghetti, Sauce (with and without meat) 
ALL YOUR FAVORITE ORIGINAL AND PAN 
^PERFECT CRUST PIZZAS INCLUDING 
FIESTA, TACO, VEGETARIAN, HAWAIIN, 
DUTCH APPLE TREAT, AND 
CHEESEBURGER. 
GARLIC AND CINNAMON BREAD 
BUFFET AVAILABLE DAILY 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM: $3.99 











A ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$8.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only 
A THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$9.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-out Only 
